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This is the first draft of Zootaloot.  There are many spelling and grammatical mistakes, as well as 
incomplete thoughts, run on sentences, and general fuckery that needs to be fixed when the draft is 
revised.  Various notes are enclosed in brackets.  Sometimes I use this to indicate the subject of a given 
chapter, and other times they’re just facts and ideas I can’t seem to put into the meat of the story, but I 
want to make note of them. 

On a hot sunny afternoon, a little bald girl in a blue dress sat beside a pond in the shade of a willow 
tree.  She was cherubic looking and had round cheeks.  She whispered to a bullfrog she held in her 
hands.  In the pond swam a great boar who twitched his nose as dragonflies landed on it.  

“Borussa,” she called to the boar, “this frog has no name.  He won’t tell me his name.  All he talks 
about is flies, and swimming, and mud, but no names.”

The boar merely snorted, and she understood him to say “That’s how frogs are.”

The girl played with the frog for a little while, and then put it back into the water, where it swam 
happily away.  She did not notice two great figures atop the nearby grassy hill looking down at her.  
They had the heads of rhinocerous, and three fingers on each hand, and carried spears, shields, and 
other gear of war, and studied the girl and the boar for a while.  “This is the place.” said the larger 
Rhino man.  

“How can you tell, father?” said the other.
“That’s Artur’s daughter for sure.  Only he would let his daughter play with but a boar to watch out 

for her, which means this is his farm.  Come.”
The two rhino men began to walk down the hill, and the boar heard this and squealed an alarm, and 

swam hurriedly to the shore.  This board now stood fully nine feet long and four high, with massive 
curling tusks and gray hair.  The girl startled by the sudden commotion, hopped to her bare feet and 
reached for a little dagger tied at her hip, but then pulled her hand away.  She saw the two rhino men 
coming down the hill, clanking in their armor, but felt no fear.

“Easy, Borussa.” she called to her boar.
The boar scruffed its trotter in the sand, ready to charge the two intruders.  “Get father, Tana.  I’ll 

hold them off.”
“No,” and she quickly skipped to the pig as tall as she was, and put a hand to his cheek.  She then 

waved to the two rhinos.  “Hi there!  Zootaloot!  Are you rhino-saucerouses?”
The two rhinos paused, and the elder one began to laugh a great belly laugh.  “Hello there little one.

Indeed we are, or rhino men, if you like.”  The younger rhino stood cautious of the great boar, and 
didn’t laugh with his father.

“See,” said Tana to her great pig.  “They’re friendly rhino-sauceruses.” The boar then seemed at 
ease, which was due to Tana’s gift as well as their life long friendship.  
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` The two rhinos were now close, and Tana could see their great bulk of overlapping, natural leathery
plates, and many healed scars, and great horns on their noses.  “My father told me about rhino-
saucerouses.  One named Oak.  That’s a nice name.”

It so happened that the elder rhino was the same Oak, and his son Acorn was with him.  “Yes that’s 
my name.  I fought along side your father against the Mad Wizard.  This is my son Acorn.”

“Oaks make acorns,” said Tana.
“Yes they do!  And when my son has his own children, his name will be Oak, and his children will 

be Acorns.”  And it was so with the Rhino men, that they would name their children after the seeds of 
the trees their named for.

Abruptly, as was her style, Tana invited the Rhinos to follow her. “Father and Mother are in the 
orchard.  Come along if you can keep up!”  Almost as if the boar understood Tana’s intentions (because
he did), he knelt down for the girl to hop on her back, and galloped away from the pond up a slope 
toward the farm.  The two rhinos startled by this, quickly gathered their selves and pursued with a 
speed that belied their great bulk.  From a distance it looked like a pair of giants hunters pursuing a 
wild boar.

Up the slope and across a meadow galloped Borussa and Tana, and the two Rhinos making a good 
pace behind them.  A few hundred yards away was a huge apple orchard where two great warriors 
tended to their trees.  There was a great burly, hairless man with a pig tattoo on his shoulder on a 
ladder, trimming branches.  His wife, short and stocky, with a great mane of curly brown hair 
inspecting the young fruit.  She too had tattoos, one of a frog, and one of a pig.  Both had swords 
strapped to their hips.  Bees zig zagged to and fro visiting dandelions, plantain, and hawk weed and 
then zipping off into the orchard.

They turned as their daughter called from the distance, “Father, Mother!  There’s rhino sauceruses!”
The pair turned from their work, seeing their child and pig galloping closer, and two hulking rhino men
with their shields and spears.  For a moment, their hands went to their swords, but then recognizing the 
creatures chasing their daughter, they had no fear.  For the rhino men were goodly creatures, all 
dedicating their lives to protecting humanity.

Near to the two was a barrel of water, and the man dunked his head in it to wash the sweat from his 
face, but the woman merely watched and smiled as her daughter approached.

It took less than a minute for them to arrive, and the pig and his pursuers slowed.  The girl hopped 
off before the pig even stopped, and ran to her parents. Overly hyper and excited, the girl embraced her 
mother as her father wiped his head.  “Mama look!  It’s Oak and Acorn and they’re Rhino Sauceruses 
and Father’s friends!”

The two rhinos slowed to a walk and raised their right hands palm open.  “Hail Artur!  Hail Diana!”
called Oak.  “So good to see you.”  The large man did not seem so large compared to the seven foot 
creatures, be he ran forward and took Oak’s hand in his and then the two embraced like old friends.

Pulling away, Artur said “Good to see you old friend!  I haven’t heard from you since, well, The 
Mad Wizard, wasn’t it?  It seems that spear wound hasn’t stopped you from doing what you do best.”

“Never.  My son Acorn.” He then turned to Diana, and said “No hug for me?  I figure I deserve at 
least that for introducing the two of you.”

Diana hugged Oak, and said “Introduced?  All you did was take a spear.”  
f



The rhino put a hand on each of the humans and said “And saving his life so he could get Frostbane
back from you, and the two of you married.”  

All this while Tana was peppering the young Acorn with all sorts of questions.  “Did you ride on a 
ship?  Did you fight orcs? What do Rhinosaucerous men eat?  Have you ever played with frogs?”

Oak then seemed to compose himself, feeling awkward.  “It’s on account of saving your life that 
I’m here Artur.  You know we Rhinos collect lots of favors and are afraid to call on them.”

The man now pressed his palm to the chest of the rhino, and said “Anything you need, old friend.  
But come, let’s discuss it over a meal.”

So the three humans, the boar and two rhino men walked through the orchard filled with tiny 
apples, and pears, and peaches, and past massive bee hives swirling with activity to the farm house.   It 
was a long house, with quarters for people at one end, and a barn at the other.  In this the people and the
animals always could be together, because they were one family.  

Tana was sent to pick vegetables from the garden while the guests were escorted into the house.  
Being so tall and broad, the rhino men had to duck through the doorway, sideways, to fit inside.  
“Human ceilings are so...low,” said the elder Rhino.  

“Rhinos are so….tall!” laughed Artur.

There were, however, large stools for the rhinos to sit on and big mugs to drink from.  Tana 
returned shortly hefting a large basket of cabbages, string beans, and zucchini and radishes.  “Mother,” 
she sang sadly, “There’s slugs on the lettuce again.”

“Well tell the ducks about it,” said her mother as she washed the vegetables in a tub of water.  

The girl ran out the door, singing the names of the ducks, and the four remaining sat down to fresh 
vegetables, bread, and mugs of mead.  The humans also ate cheese, but the two rhinos, being 
vegetarians, did not care for it.  

They made small talk for a while, with everyone seemed to avoid whatever it was that brought the 
two Rhinos on such a long journey.  Troubles with the Snake Men attacking Cow villages, mad 
sorcerers, Sea elf piracy, dragons driven off the land, other dragons arriving.  The apple harvest has 
been good for a few, years, the pears are alright, but the peaches need some work.  Artur’s youngest son
Troy would be attending the wizard’s college.  The patterns of moss.  Grubs in rotten logs.  This is nice 
table….

“….Alright.” sighed Oak.  “I can’t procrastinate any more.  The horn rot has gotten worse, and my 
wife is dead.  In fact about a tenth of our people are afflicted, and none of the healers, wise men, wise 
women, wizards, or anyone else can cure it.  But it’s said that there’s a witch in the Foggy Swamp that 
can cure anything, for a price.”

At the mention of the witch, both Diana and Artur shivered.  The witch was a week’s journey over 
the mountains to the east.  It was in a valley between the mountains, where the cold air would pour 
down the mountainside and clash with the bubbling hot springs, resulting in a fog that never lifts.  It’s 



said that the vegetation is carnivorous, and that strange men lived there, and stranger things, and some 
enter but never return.

“So you want me to go with you,” said Artur.

“Well no Rhino has ever entered the Foggy Swamp, and given our size, I don’t think we’d navigate 
the stagnant mires as our more light footed human cousins.  Besides,” Oak grunted, “You owe me!”

At this the bald man beamed, never one to back down from his obligations.  He had battled orcs, 
and wizards, and bog beasts, and other foul creatures.  What danger could be posed by one witch?

They discussed it further, and then agreeing to help the Rhinos, they put aside the serious business 
of adventure and set to celebrating the reunion of old friends.  Artur got out his tin flute and Diana her 
violin, and Acorn his bagpipes, and they played music, and drank, and laughed, and danced, and had a 
good time late into the evening.

The next morning Tana arose at the first sounds of birds waking up. She was almost always the first
to get up, because she could hear the birds singing “It’s morning!  Time to get up!”  And then other 
birds who preferred to sleep in a little longer would respond “Shush!  Go back to bed!”  And the first 
birds would say “I hear the sun and the wind coming with morning!  Time to get up!”  

Tana got up early and wash herself and then went out to tend to the chickens.  She called them each 
by name, and each chicken came to her, for she had handled them daily since they were baby chicks.  
She sang to them, “Zootaloot!  Zootaloot my baby chickens!”  In the language of the Pig tribe 
Zootaloot means love.  Tana kissed each chicken atop its little head and then fetched newly laid eggs.  
After gathering all the eggs, she washed them in a bucket of water and brought them to the kitchen.  
There was enough eggs to feed the dogs and her older brothers and everyone else in the household.  
After gathering the eggs, Tana milked the three cows and brought the milk in to have with breakfast.

By this time the sun had begun to rise, and Artur and Diana had awakened, and her brother Troy 
who shuffled out of bed all sleepy-eyed to start the cook fire. After washing they all blew zoots on each
other and set about getting breakfast ready.  Bread, butter, fresh honey, eggs and cheese, and fresh 
vegetables and birch branches for the Rhino Men.  The Rhino men awoke at the commotion of 
breakfast and emerged from the barn, for they preferred to sleep on straw rather than human beds.

After breakfast Artur instructed his son Troy to look after Diana and Tana, though Diana protested 
this.  “As though I need looking after!”  Artur hugged his wife, and said “I suppose not.”  

Tana pestered her father as he gathered his gear for the journey.  “Father let me come along.  I can 
ride Borussa and shoot arrows and take care of you!”  

“As much as pigs like mud, we’re going to a mudhole where pigs would get stuck and we’d have to
carry Borussa!”

“How about I ride on Oak’s shoulders!”
“If we get attacked by monsters, how can Oak fight when he’s carrying you?”

As if to put a sharp point on where Tana got her inclination to pester, Diana came from the house 
carrying Frostbane in her scarred right hand.  “You should take this.”

“Nay woman,” he said, holding up his equally scarred hand in refusal.  “I think with these two I 
won’t need our sword.  And should I die, someone else might get a hold of it.”  With this, he pointed to 



another broad sword strapped to his horse, as well as his Tusk dagger, his hatchets, and his bow.  
“These will do.”  With that, he hefted a bag of bread, cheese and jerky and packed it away on his horse.

The Rhinos carried long spears, and shields, and axes, and swords, and a sheaf of javelins (for they 
were not good archers given their poor eyesight).  They were given sacks of cabbages, and broccolis, 
and cauliflowers, and carrots, and unripened apples.  The Rhinos were too large and heavy to ride 
horses, but they could run for hours without fatigue, and carry a lot of gear, and as such were their own 
horses.  Artur gave them each bear furs to wrap themselves, for it would be cold in the mountains. 

So with hugs and zoots and farewells, Artur and the two Rhinos set out eastward heading for the 
main road from Pig country toward the Frosty Mountains.  Acorn played a cheerful, jaunty tune on his 
bagpipes and the three had a pleasant journey in decent sunny weather by day and clear skies by night 
to the edge of Pig territory. They ate of the land when they could, and of their rations when they had to. 
Eating of the land was easy for the Rhinos, as most leafy trees or bushes would do, though some tasted 
better than others.  To conserve rations, Artur would take leave of the Rhinos, and announcing his hunt 
(as was the custom of most Friends), would then catch a rabbit or rodent or a bird and cook it.

From here it was about forty miles of ungoverned wilderness to the mountains, and it was here they
had to be on their guard.  There were no curated farmlands, orchards, or pastures, but wild forest, and 
scrubland, and wasteland with its assorted dandelions, and blackberry bushes, and tangled thorns. In the
ungoverned lands, there could be human bandits, and orcs, and goblins, and trolls, and other nasty 
things.  Sometimes there might be humans or elves who settled outside the lands of the tribes, and one 
could find the abandoned or burnt out remains of houses and huts and trading posts from time to time.  

As if to foreshadow trouble to come, a heavy dark cloud moved in, and it began to rain lightly.  It 
was a chilly rain, which was unusual for summer.  The mountains grew larger, and the clouds concealed
the peaks of the mountains.

“Normally,” said Artur,  “you can see the snowy peaks, for its a couple of miles to the top.  It’s 
difficult to breathe up there, it is said.”

Not averse to a challenge, but still concerned, Oak asked, “Do we have to go all the way up?”
“No.  There should be paths between the mountains, so we’ll go only part way.  If we look for the 

signs of the path makers, we should do alright.  But we can’t bring the horse.”  At this point, they took 
their baggage from the horse, and Artur spoke candidly with the horse, and the horse understood him.

“Sunflower, run home the fastest you can.  Stay on the road.”
“Yes father,” said the horse.
The horse nuzzled Artur, and then nibbled him gently on the cheek, and with a whinny, galloped 

westward back toward her home country.

After about an hour the three reached the base of the nearest mountain, and there was an oak tree 
here with a engraved placard.  It was a simple map of the paths across the mountains and into the 
Foggy Swamp.  Follow one set of signs to go around, follow another to get into the swamp.  Artur 
quietly gave thanks for the tireless men and women of the Path Makers, maintaining the roads and trails
through the dangerous ungoverned lands.   The base of the mountain was a mixed forest of coniferous 
and deciduous trees, and it was a relief to away from being splashed by the chilly rain.  A simple dirt 
path zig-zagged up the mountainside.  

They reached the end of the forested ascent by sunset, and by then the storm had passed, leaving a 
thin layer of clouds partially blocking the stars and the two moons.  But being at the end of the forest, 
there was nothing to stop the chill wind from descending the sparsely treed mountainside, and so they 
retreated a bit into the forest and made their camp.

* * *



Diana stood with her daughter Tana and watched her husband and the two Rhinos for about half an 
hour until they were out of sight over edge of a distant hill.  She always hated when her husband left for
adventures. Despite his being a great warrior, there was always a chance he would not return.  Among 
all the tribes of men, adventuring took its toll.  It was not uncommon to have six or seven children, but 
losing two or three to the hazards of adventure was also not uncommon.

The hazards of adventure.  Diana’s hand went to her belly, remembering the orc arrow from so 
many years ago that made it impossible for her to have more children.  Tana was only an infant then.  A
precious little bald butterball.  Now the precious six year old girl next to her began to fidget, and Diana 
ran her fingertips over the girl’s smooth head.  “This is my only child,” she thought to herself.

The sons of Artur had joyfully embraced Diana as a second mother after she married Artur.  Anyone
who could wield the Frostbane, they said, was worthy of being part of the family.  But they were teens 
then, and now all had established their own farms and trades, except the youngest, Troy, who would be 
seventeen this year.   The age of the First Adventure.  She turned away from observing the unoccupied 
horizon to look for Troy, who had set to work at hitching a cart to a donkey.  The bald young man 
talked frankly with the beast, and the creature seemed to enjoy the companionship.

All Artur’s children had the Gift, and as such Diana always felt a little like an outsider.  The 
animals were friendly enough when treated properly, but this psychic intimacy shared be her adopted 
family and her real daughter was something she would never understand.  

Abruptly, Diana realized she was spiraling down a sad road, and shook herself out of it.  She had a 
family who loved her, and despite being from the Frog clan, she was respected among the Pigs as a 
warrior and The Mrs Zootaloot of Zootaloot Farm.  Wielder of the Frostbane.  Singer to the Bees.

She joined her son and daughter on their trip out to the garden.  The beans were fat and needed to 
be picked.  The three sang happily as they worked, plucking green, yellow and purple pods and 
plunking them in the baskets.  Sometimes the Donkey would hee-haw along with Tana and Troy, or 
grunt to the rhythm of the song.   After filling their baskets and loading them in the cart, the three 
headed back to the farmhouse to process them.

They spent the better part of the afternoon laying out the pods so they could dry properly, nibbling 
fresh beans as they worked.  They rotated the previous crop of dried beans from the racks worked at 
shelling the pods.  Like much farm work it was tedious, but not difficult.

They finished their work before sunset, and Diana belted on Frostbane and took her daughter for a 
walk in nearby woodlot.  Cicadas were buzzing in the evening heat, and dragonflies flitted about 
catching insects.  Some birds were singing their bedtime songs.  Tana understood them to be tales of 
the events of the day:

Worms at sunrise
Bugs at noon
Berries at supper
oh what a boon!

A man on an adventure
three more in the field
rats in the treetops
oh what a deal!

Rats?
Yes I see them there!
Carrying spears and swords
taking babies
Where?



There!

And there was a ruckus halfway up a pine tree.  A blue jay screeching.  Tana pulled her mother’s 
tunic, “Mama there’s trouble up there.  Rats stealing babies!”

“Don’t be silly.”
“I’m not.  Look Mama!”
And Diana stepped back until she could see what her daughter pointed at.  And indeed there were 

five or six rats in the tree, a most bizarre sight in itself, but they had little weapons and were stabbing at
the blue jays who flitted about trying to protect their babies.  This was unnatural, even for a world 
where bizarre creatures and events were known to occur.

“Tana get your brother,” Diana said, and drew her sword.  She felt silly, for how could she climb 
thirty feet up a tree and hack at bizarre rats with a sword?  She drew her sword by instinct.  It was a 
useful instinct on most occasions, but not this one.  

Tana took off across the pasture land shouting for her brother, leaving her mother watching the rats.
A bluejay fell, bouncing off branches and thumping dead at Diana’s feet, with little tiny arrows sticking
in its belly.  She didn’t know what else to do, so she began shouting.

“Hey there!  Rats!  You stop that!  Ho! Hey!”
Just then a tiny needle of an arrow pricked her shoulder.  The rats above squeaked and chattered in 

their own language.  “Get lost bitch!”
More tiny arrows zinged down around Diana, and she retreated behind a pine.  
The volley of arrows stopped, and before long the rats descended the tree carrying dead birds.  

Diana could see now that there were more than five or six, but rather a few dozen.  Some had tiny 
metal helms, and little swords, and tiny bows with tinier arrows.  By this time Troy was on his way at a 
sprint carrying his sister and four of the farm cats trotted at his side.  Now the rats were forming a 
marching column, carrying their prizes, and not having a shield Diana could only watch for fear of their
arrows.  She took the frostbane and held it to a thick fallen branch until it began to smolder and then it 
lit afire, and she hurled it into the column or rats, crushing one and scattering the rest.  

Startled, the column began to spread and draw their little bows.  They showed a discipline only 
seen in trained warriors.  Troy arrived with the cats and his sister and the cats needed no encouraging to
engage the rats, and the rats all cried out “Cats! Cats!  Shoot them!”  A dozen little darts flitted at the 
cats, who were not accustomed to rats being able to fight back. After taking many hits that felt like 
terrible bee stings, they limped away.  

The rats hefted their prizes and fled into the woods. Being shocked seeing such a thing, there was 
nothing the three people or the four wounded, limping cats could do.  Rats weren’t supposed to make 
weapons, or shoot arrows, or march in columns, or hunt birds in the trees.

When the rats had gone, the three humans carried their wounded cats back to the farmhouse, and set
to tending their wounds.  It was difficult to extract the arrows, which were barbed.  Examining the 
arrows, Tana could see they were porcupine quills, and this gave them all the chills.  How did rats get 
porcupine quills?  How did they make little helmets and spears and swords?  And why had they never 
heard of these rats before today?

* * *

In the entrails of a still twitching mouse, a rat sorcerer viewed the hunting party at Zootaloot Farm.  A 
great warrior stymied by rats.  Cats fleeing rats.  This was only the beginning.  Once his people got 
bigger, there would be no stopping them.  Today a few slain birds, tomorrow the rich farms of the 
humans with all their grains, and vegetables, and milk, and meat and honey.



In his lair, the sorcerer had a great tome, or so it seemed compared to his own size.  By the candle light 
four rat skeletons tilted up the book so he could read the elvish characters.  The chapter was headed 
“Transmogrification.”  [This needs a new title] Yes, his people would become bigger, and more clever, 
and they would take what was rightfully his.  “Animation”.  The bodies of the dead were useful.  What 
other creatures could he animate?

* * *

  Not knowing of these events, Artur and the Rhinos ascended the twisting trailways of the Frosty 
Mountains.  The Rhinos pulled bear skins about their bodies against the cold wind that blasted down 
the mountainside.  Artur found it refreshing, but did don a cloak as the day wore on.  The sparse trees 
and bushes gave way to rocky ground.  There were no signs of animal life, not even eagles or hawks 
that were known to prowl for mountainside prey.  Not that any could take a human, let alone a 
Rhinoman.  

By the end of the day, they had found by circuitous paths, the way to the other side, a valley in the 
middle of the mountains.  A heavy fog covered the valley blocking the view into the valley, seeing only
purple and gray mountains beyond.  There was a faint reek of peat and mud.  “It’s always foggy here, it
is said,” said Artur.  “Some say it’s a strange magic, and others say its just like a warm day in winter, 
when the cold and warm air mix.”  

It was near dusk now, so they descended to a sheltered rocky place hidden from the valley, and 
made their camp for the night.  They played no instruments nor sang, for they didn’t know what 
creatures might be lurking this side of the mountain.  Nor did they make a fire.  The night would have 
been dull if not for their anticipation of the next day.  They honed their swords and spear points and 
took it in turn to watch for trouble.  All night there were echoes of what sounded like rocks knocking, 
and creaks of distant trees swaying in a breeze.  Acorn almost fell asleep at his watch, until he heard  
what sounded like the flap of flat feet on rocks.  He peered into the starlit night, a javelin cocked to 
throw, but could see nothing, and the flapping footsteps stopped.

Acorn shook his father who awoke with a start and a snort.  He silently motioned with his three 
fingered hands: one enemy, twenty yards, that way.  In turn Oak woke Artur while Acorn listened, and 
watched.  Flap...flap...flap...and then there was a loud squeak like a rat or a squirrel, and then silence.  

Artur took an ax and quietly began moving to encircle the intruder, cautiously patting on the stony 
ground.  In the starlight he saw a figure crouching.  Short, large head with eyes atop, webbed feet, like 
an anthropomorphic frog, whose eyes turned to him, and it suddenly bounded away with a great leap, 
its feet flapping on the boulders.  

Oak and Acorn saw this as well, and Acorn cocked his arm to fire, but Oak stopped him.  “No, it 
didn’t attack us.” 

“Father it could be a scout.  More will come.”
Artur climbed carefully over boulders to where the figure had stood, and found damp, webbed 

footprints, and a small blood stain.  He put a hand out to the stain, which was wet and warm.  He 
looked down the mountainside, straining his eyes, but could not see whatever it was that stood here.  
Returning to his friends, he showed his bloodied hand.  “It was hunting for food, probably, and came on
us by accident.  Perhaps it caught a squirrel, or a rat, or some other small beast that lives in the rocks.  I 
could swear it was a frog, but like a frog as you are  rhinoceros.”

Oak nodded thoughtfully.  “It’s rumored that the elves made other peoples with their experiments, 
but until today it was just stories.  And who knows, maybe they were always here in this valley, or the 
beast is unique.”

“Regardless of where it came from,” said Acorn, stowing his javelin, “it knows we’re here.  We 
must be cautious.”



Artur slapped the young Rhino on the shoulder, “Then you get some sleep, and I’ll be cautious until
dawn.”

“I don’t think I can sleep now,” said the younger Rhino.
His father interjected, “Then you stay up too if you wish!”  He snorted.  “I’m going back to bed!”   

With that he returned to his bear fur, rolled up, and sighed contentedly.  
Artur drank from his waterskin, and washed his face, and sat atop a nearby boulder, peering out into

the night.  Acorn stood watch also, for a time, until seeing the wisdom of his father, also rolled up in his
Bearskin, but slept with a javelin in hand.

Artur peered down into the impenetrable fog of the valley, and let his mind wander.  He had been 
on many adventures.  Some were mere treasure hunts: abandoned elf forts from long ago, underground 
caves and labyrinths, the towers of mad wizards.  The latter being more of a military obligation, so to 
speak, than a proper adventure.  It was in the most recent war against the Mad Wizard he made the 
acquaintance of Oak and other travelers from the various clans of men who volunteered when the need 
arose.  It was in this war he wife was slain, and he met his second wife-to-be.  

On occasion he felt a twinge of guilt, though there was no basis for it.  His first wife had died, and 
as such he was free to remarry.  One normally does not feel the intense grief of loss of a spouse in the 
same moment that the next spouse arrives.  He remembered the lumbering mechanical abomination 
with a maniacally laughing Orcish pilot that cut his wife down.  Then this woman of the Frog clan took
up the Frostbane, screaming as all do when they wield it for the first time, and cut the legs from 
beneath the thing.  It crashed with a cloud of steam and smoke, and would have crushed him had Oak 
not pushed him out of the way.  

Sometimes he thought he was supposed to die with his first wife, and their souls could rest together,
if souls existed.  And then he thought of the joy Diana had brought into his life, and he into hers, and 
their daughter Tana they had together.  

Despite the tragedy of war, good had come from it.  
And so the night passed on until the first birds began to announce the coming of the sun.  The stars 

filled the sky, but there was the slightest lighter tint to the sky, and the birds could heard and smell the 
dawn.

The sun rises once again
on the lives of beasts and men
and trees and rocks and fungi too
the sun shines on all of you

The ground is warming
smell the breeze
waters trickle down the mountainside
To give life to all of these

Sun and wind and water too
brings life to me and you

Two rhinos and a man
camping on the mountain side
down in the valley
is that where they’ll hide?

Beware oh rhinos the hunter and the witch
and the warring frogs



and the bubbling pitch
in the deep bogs

The bizarre rhyme scheme irked Artur’s poetic sensibilities, but it was a lovely song all the same.  
He wasn’t too keen on birds giving away their position, but though he understood the birds, not all 
creatures could understand each other as he understood them.  So he hoped this frog beast, and its 
kindred, did not comprehend birdsong. 

The sky went from black to gray, and Artur woke his companions.  They had a quick breakfast and 
prepared to go into the valley.  There was more bird song, but no other sign of life outside of the fog.  
And so they carefully descended the rocky slope, until they could see the faint silhouette of tall trees 
and thick tangled vines.  Before long they were in the fog, and the rocky ground gave way to soft 
mushy soil, and the tall moss covered trees were around them, and a great many thorny vines.  There 
were mushrooms, small and large, in colors of purple and white and black, that Artur could not 
recognize.  At this moment he wished Borussa came along, for he loved mushrooms.  There was a 
constant light drip-drip of condensation falling from the canopy, and it was much warmer here than on 
the mountainside. 

It wasn’t long before they had to draw swords and axes to cut away vines and foliage and thick 
hanging lichen.  They ground grew even softer, and the heavy Rhinos sank an inch with each step, and 
before long even Artur had to pick and choose his footing carefully.  The air had a peaty, even oily 
odor.  There were some mosquitoes and dragonflies and flittering moths, but of any larger beast they 
saw no sign.  Between the fog and the hanging lichen, no one could see beyond twenty or thirty yards.

After about an hour of trudging through the muck, they found a moss covered boulder half sunk in 
the mud, and rested there, trying to take their bearings.  A great puddle or pond ran up to the edge of the
boulder, it was hard to tell with the heavy fog.  They could barely discern the sun’s position, as  the 
canopy and the fog diffused the light so that maybe, just maybe, they could estimate the hour.

  Acorn was dismayed.  “We could search this valley for weeks, and still not cover all the ground.  
We could be walking in circles.”  He huffed and picked at a bit of leathery lichen on the tree, sniffed it, 
and tasted it.  “At least we won’t starve.”

“You may not,” said Artur, peering into the fog.  “But I need something more substantive than 
lichen and branches.  There birds must be in the treetops, but I haven’t seen a squirrel, or a musk rat, or 
anything else.”  

Suddenly there was a great splash, and then several more splashes off in the distance.  Apparently 
the water was deep enough for something to splash, so maybe this was large pond after all.  The three 
warriors immediately readied their weapons.  Artur pulled his bow and peered into the mist.

“Knee-deep!” croaked a throaty voice.  To the right and the left and ahead came other similar 
voices.  “Knee-deep!”  There was only the faint sound of the churning of water, like small boats.  And 
then the three saw what was coming.  Frog heads in the mist, poking out of the water.  First just as 
silhouettes, and then they were black frog heads with green spots, and each had a spear.

The two rhinos leaped from the boulder, trying to find cover behind nearby trees, but Artur still 
stood, his bow pulled to his cheek, watching the approaching frogs.  “Hoy there!  Who goes there?  
We’re searching for the witch!  Steady now, or I’ll shoot!”

The frog heads slowed their approach, but did not stop, and slowly ascended as the water became 
more shallow, until there were six frog men standing knee deep in the pond.  They were naked, and not 
ashamed.  From behind a mossy tree Oak called, “Our friend isn’t alone.  I can skewer any of you with 
a javelin.”

And from the other side, flanking Artur, Acorn called out.  “And I as well.”



Here the six frogs looked up at Artur atop the boulder, and to the left and the right, having their 
spears ready.  Then one croaked, “They’re not the Greens!”

“Aye they’re not,” said another.  “Snip doesn’t fancy eating this one with the bow.”
Artur slowly lowered his bow, and his two companions peeked out from their hiding places.  “I’m 

flattered,” said Artur, “that you don’t want to eat me.  I’m Artur, of the Pig clan, of Zootaloot Farm.  
And I don’t want to eat you either.  Let’s say we put our weapons away.”

The frogs hesitated, their spears gripped tightly in their webbed hands, but seemed to stand at ease. 
One of them, seemingly the leader, handed his spear to a companion, and bowed.  “I’m Snark, of the 
Blacks.”

At this, Artur slung his bow, and returned the bow.  “I’m honored, Snark.  We did not mean to 
tresspass, if this is your land.  We seek a witch.  Perhaps you know her?”

“The Witch,” croaked Snark.  “Oh yes.”  And the two spoke, and all the while the armed frogs and 
the rhinos eyed each other nervously.  After a few minutes, it was a agreed they would share a meal, 
and before long the frogs, and the rhinos, and the human sat on the boulder and on raised patches on the
edge of the pond.  The frogs speared small fish, which they ate raw.  Artur politely ate a piece of slimy 
mud fish, but preferred his own rations.  He had eaten with many creatures over the years, and had 
developed the stomach for foul foods, though he did not like them.  The Rhinos ate lichen and some of 
their own provisions, as well as some puffball mushrooms offered by the frogs, who in turn tried 
cabbage, but found it not to their liking.

It turned out that there were two tribes of frog men in this country, and they feuded over territory.  
The Greens, preferring the drier land, and the Blacks, who preferred the ponds and swamps.  Both 
fished and hunted the lands.  At some time in the past, a Black killed a Green, or maybe it was a Green 
killed a Black, and the two tribes feuded ever since.  Upon hearing this, Artur remembered tales of the 
Elvish Empire, where they tried to force all the tribes of men together under one system of law and 
custom, and they ended up fighting one another and resenting the elves.  That resentment leading to the
final defeat of the elves and the return of the men to their ancestral homelands.  But where would frog 
men go, if they were to resettle?  They both claimed the land here.

“One challenge at a time,” Artur thought to himself.  “Find the witch.  Find the cure for the Rhinos. 
The tribes of frog men would still be here.”
    The witch was only a few miles distant, but for flat footed creates like Rhinos and humans, it would
be a difficult journey.   It was agreed that one of the frogs, Slip, a juvenile with a bright orange eyes and
a small dagger tied at his hip, would escort them to the witch, assuming her hut hadn’t moved.  It was 
in a peaty mire of thick black gum trees, but never seemed to be in the same place on any given day, or 
so he said.

So the agile frog man leaped from stone to stone, or swam, or clung to trees with sticky finger and 
foot pads, while Artur and the Rhinos carefully and slowly picked their way through the bogs and 
ponds of the Misty Swamp.  Slip quickly became impatient, sometimes hissing to the three warriors 
“Come now.  How do you survive where you come from?  Hop, stick, jump, swim!”

After about a couple anxious hours of picking careful footholds and enduring Slip’s incessant 
taunting, Oak misstepped and plopped waist deep in murky pond water.  “On the open grasslands of my
native country, I could outdistance a horse and certainly a frog!  Come to my country, and I’ll teach you
the meaning of speed!”

The peculiar creature, clinging to a birch tree, peered at the struggling Rhino as he sloshed his way 
to a drier tussock of mud and grass.  He snickered at the Rhino’s comment.  The Rhinoman pulled a fat 
leech off his arm, and angrily flung it as hard as he could at the Frog, whose tongue flicked out and 
snagged it in midair.  “Thank you, good Rhino!”  He then pulled a fat wood boring grub from the tree 
he clung too, sniffed it, and returned the shot.  The gooey thing bounced off the Rhino’s nose, and 
disappeared into the mud.  “Use your tongue!” he said.



Frustrated, Oak shook a fist at the frog in the tree. “If you don’t stop using yours, I’ll pit it to that 
tree with a javelin!”

Acorn and Artur, amused by the exchanged, broke out laughing.  Confused, and momentarily 
insulted, Oak whirled about, slipped on some mud, and fell back into the pond.  This was too much for 
Artur and Acorn, who laughed even harder, and ease the grief of their friend, they jumped into the pond
as well, deliberately splashing Oak, who now began to laugh as well.  The frog leaped from his tree, 
grabbed another branch and swung himself into the pond as well.  The four played and splashed one 
another for a while.  Slip dived under the water, popping up beside Acorn, or Oak, or Artur, and 
sprayed them with mouthfuls of water.  They in turn tried to lay hold of him, but he was too fast and 
too slippery.  

After a brief while, Oak figured out the Frog’s pattern, and grabbed him by the leg, lifing him 
upside down.  Triumphant, he bellowed a victory cry and hurled the frog sprawling some five yards 
where he belly flopped with a great splash.  The creature emerged, sputtering and giggling, and raised 
his webbed hands in mock surrender.  “Alright, alright!”

“Damn right, alright!” said Oak, hand on his hips, feeling quite proud of himself.
“No dry land creature, not the Hunter, not the Witch, has ever caught Slip.  But the great warrior 

Oak did!  I will call you Sticky, because you caught Slip!”  The frog man smiled, but having never seen
a frogman smile, the Rhinos and Artur could not tell it was. Oak frowned at this, even as Slip smiled, 
and Acorn said to his father, “I think you won him over, Father.”

The frog swam closer, and stood, offering his right webbed hand, palm out.  “Slip is honored to call
Oak a fellow Black Frog.”  Oak hesitated, and then held his massive three fingered hand to the suction 
cupped, four fingered hand of the smaller Frog.  His heart tingled at this gesture, for while humans, and
dwarfs, and elves tended to show a kind and sincere deference to the Rhinos, most of the hybrid species
expected others to prove themselves with some great feat.  And here this creature who mocked and 
taunted him, and them played with him, was satisfied to call him a brother.  “I would be honored to be 
considered a Black Frog.  Thank you friend.”  

Artur stood, dripping, watching this exchange, and his heart tingled as well, because the two 
creatures were part beast, he could feel what they felt, at least the part of their animal nature.  It always 
touched him when creatures unlikely to be friends would become friends.  He had seen a rooster and a 
hound sleep together, and a rabbit who would ride on a horse all day.  He wondered if it was common 
humanity the two creatures shared was the bond that grew here, or something special to beasts that only
friends could appreciate.  Perhaps it was a bit of both.

Acorn was not surprised that his father had made another friend.  Oak was a legendary figure 
among his people, and among humans, dwarfs and elves.  He aspired to be as brave, and as kind, and as
skilled a warrior as his father, but not quite as quick to get angry.  He had his father’s temper, but 
aspired to his mother’s more mellow temperament without losing his edge as a warrior.  

After this touching moment the four continued their journey through the bogs and mists, though at a
slower pace, and Slip was patient with them.  The heat of the day slowly came in and the fog dissipated
slightly, but not much.  The sunlight filtered through the treetops and the fog to make a bright haze that 
disoriented Artur and the Rhinos.  To Slip’s delight but the others’ dismay, there were biting insects, but
also moths, dragonflies, stoneflies, wood roaches, and stink bugs.  For the first time since entering the 
swamp, Artur saw a mammalian creature.  It resembled a groundhog with thick claws, oily fur and a 
long snout.  Thre creature clung to a birch tree, sniffling about and nibbling small insects.  It made a 
wheezy sound as it sniffed about.  Artur could sense it was content, and didn’t pay much mind to the 
party.  In fact it felt quite confident nothing would molest it.

“I’ve never seen such a creature.  What is it, Slip?” asked Artur.
“We call it a Keckle.  It’s tasty, but its piss causes a nasty rash.  Not worth hunting, I say.  Too much

work to clean it.”



Artur marveled at the creature, now understanding its sense of security.  “Good luck to it,” he said, 
and began to walk on.  The four continued through the marsh.  The beast went on nibbling at beetles 
and ants, thinking to itself “What an odd group.  A frog, a man and two things I’ve never seen.  Oh boy,
a stink bug!”  As it went to crunch down on it’s next meal, a great spear skewered it to the tree, and it 
knew nothing more.

Silently, a heavily tattooed, bare footed, hairy man in a loin cloth and a wide brimmed helm tiptoed 
from the thick lichen where he had hidden to the skewered beast and yanked out his spear.  A snake-
vine wiggled after him, with curled back thorns and a pear shaped head.  It hissed.  The man leaned his 
spear against the tree, drew a knife and a bit of string, and quickly but carefully dressed the carcass.  
The vine rubbed against his hair leg, and noticing his pet, he pulled a small piece of meat and dropped 
it, and the head opened to snatch it from the air.  The man tied off the Keckle’s bladder, saving its toxic 
urine, and stashed in a hip pouch.  The carcass he placed in a sack.  He would not eat frog today, nor 
man flesh, but the Keckle would do, assuming he had name for for all of the above.  He had not spoken
in thirty years, and had forgotten the words.

* *

(what do I want to happen next?  The party gets sight of the witch’s hut, is ambushed by greens)

The day wore on without any further distractions.  As the sun began to sink behind the mountains, 
the fog grew heavier, until Artur and the Rhinos could not see beyond a few yards as they squished and 
sloshed through the swampy land.  The water became much warmer, and occasional bubbles glurbed up
in the water, leaving a slight sulfur smell that mixed with the prevailing peaty odor.

Oak, unaccustomed to the climate, leaned on lichen covered black gum.  “Surely we must be 
getting close.”

Slip, turned back, a little disappointed.  “Rhinos are impatient.  This is the black gum swamp!  The 
Witch’s house moves.  We must find it.”

“Do you mean it floats?” asked Artur.  
“No silly.  Witch hut moves.  One day it is here, another day it is there.  But always in the black 

gum swamp.  We must be careful.”  The frog sniffed the air and then put hand to its ear holes, listening.
“Should we spit up?” asked Acorn, not overly concerned by the mists and the dampness.  In fact he 

was quite infatuated with the new environment, having spent most of his life on solid, dry land.
“No, no!  Watch Slip and listen.”
Slip began to hum a low, croaky tune, and bounded off into the fog.  As soon as silhouette faded 

into the mist, his voice grew faint, and then Artur nor even the Rhinos could hear it.  The frog returned, 
and first the Rhinos heard his song, and then Artur, and then they saw Slip leaping back from tussock to
tussock, as sure-footed as a Rhino on the grassy plain.

“There you are, you little devil!” said Oak.  
“The mists makes everything quiet.  Witch’s magic!  Can’t see, can’t hear!  Split up, maybe never 

find each other!” hissed the Frog.  A dragonfly zipped abut his head, and his tongue darted out and 
snatched it.

“Then why were you listening?” asked Artur.  
“Wasps!  The Witch has great wasps around her nest.  Hear the buzz, know you found the witch.”
And so the four spread out a little, each within sight of the others, and listened as they squished and

sploshed through the bubbly, peaty black gum swamp. The insects were thick here, but there were no 
bees of yet.  There were some mosquitoes, some months, and great clouds of gnats that got up their 
nostrils and their ears but did not bite.  They were must a nuisance to all except Slip, who swallowed 
such insects as he enjoyed.



It began to get darker, and Artur didn’t like the notion of being stuck in the swamp at night, with no 
defensible camp.  “We should make camp before it gets completely dark.  There must be a dry patch or 
a boulder we can climb up on.” 

The best they could find was a damp, mossy mound in the middle of a shallow stream, from which 
grew some forked trunks of birch trees.   Here they so they could set themselves in the improvised 
chairs of a sort. It was terribly awkward for all, except Slip, who was at home in the mire.  In the dim 
light of Artur’s lamp, they tried to make themselves as comfortable as possible.  Slip carefully watched 
the stream and caught water roaches, offering them to his friends.  The Rhinos declined, but Artur 
choked them down in a show of camaraderie.  The Rhinos pulled from the plentiful hanging lichen and 
fed themselves, but it wasn’t very satisfying.

The lack of ambient noise was awkward.  Used to the breeze and the song of crickets and night 
creatures, Artur and the Rhinos grew anxious.  Except for their own breathing, and the occasional 
trickle of the stream, there was no other sound.  Even Slip didn’t like extreme quiet, though at least he 
knew what he was getting into.  The Witch hid herself with, fog, with silence, and with anxiety.

* *

The barefooted, hairy hunter might have lost the frog’s tracks, but thankfully the heavy footed 
Rhinos and the booted human left sufficient marks for him to follow.  Spear ready, he moved quietly, 
rolling his feet so as not make wet sucking, squishy sounds in the soft ground.  His snake-vine trailed 
behind him, sniffing, clicking, following its master.  He might not eat frog today, but he would eat it 
tomorrow.  As he picked his way across the mire, he slowly noticed that the sounds of the forest began 
to dissipate.  He was getting near to her.  What would these creatures go around her for?  Fools.  And 
he was a fool, if he remembered the word, to follow them.  Even if it was foolish, he hadn’t eaten frog 
in weeks, nor man in years, and certainly not those other two great creatures ever.  He could make a 
tent from their tough hides, or bags, or a skin canoe.  

He decided to take a break, and found a seat on a rock in the middle of a slowly drifting shallow 
stream, and ate the Keckle raw, giving another chunk to his snake-vine.  The creature seemed content 
after its meal, carefully curling itself about the man’s waist.  This man, who had almost forgotten love, 
and tenderness, and compassion, found a twinge of the three in this strange, animated plant.  He gently 
stroked its head with a calloused finger, and it chirped and clicked contentedly.  It was his friend, yes, 
he remembered the word.  Friend.  The other creatures of this swamp were food, or predators, or of no 
consequence.  But this was his friend.

Darkness began to grow as he finished his meal, and the man carefully picked up the snake-vine, 
and set it in the basket on his back, closing the lid.  He had lost his friend once in this Witch’s fog, and 
he spent the better part of the day in a panicked search for it.  This wouldn’t happen again.  Slowly, 
carefully, the man tracked the rhino and human footprints into the Witch’s fog.

* * *

Borussa reclined in the shade of a willow, watching Diana, Troy and Tana carrying the four cats.  
They had bolted off in a hurry without explanation, and it puzzled him that the cats were not walking 
back on their own.

Borussa was an unusual pig, with a degree of sentience far beyond the average swine.  He traveled 
far over the years, and fought in battles alongside his father Artur.  He helped raise Tana as if she were 
his own child.  In seeing this unusual scene, he got to his feet and trotted after the three humans as they 
returned to the house.

The three humans stopped at a table outside the house and began extracting small arrows from the 
flesh of the cats, who howled and screamed despite Tana and Troy’s best efforts to calm them.  It took a



bit of time, but eventually they got the arrows out and left the cats to lick their own wounds.  Borussa 
listened to the humans talking, and understood Tana and Troy the best: little rats with swords and bows.
Little rats that fight like humans.  Little rats hunting.

The hunting was of no interest to him.  All meat eaters hunted. He himself would kill a rabbit for 
supper if the opportunity presented itself.  But he never heard of small rats with human weapons.  It 
seemed...off.  So Borussa made as though to head for the pig pond, and then when out of sight turned 
and headed for the woodlot.

The sun was setting now, and the air was thick with evening bugs, and dew began to form on the 
the grasses that had been in the shade for a few hours.  The hawk weed and dandelions began to close 
their flowers.  The pleasant odor of bark and damp wood wafted down from the woodlot onto the edge 
of the pasture.  Birds sang their good-nights and traded tales of the day.

There’s a big pig in the wood
up to no good
no mushroom is safe
from the pig’s ravenous face

Borussa entered the woodlot, and put his porcine senses to good use.  Nose to the ground, he 
scanned back and forth and he explored the forest: ants, beetles, moss, deer poop, fern, mushrooms.  
Oh!  Mushrooms!  Well there was just a few, so he ate them, but didn’t forget his mission.  Nose down, 
he got scent of cat blood, and he expanded his search, and found plentiful rat poop and urine.  Rats, are 
easy to track by their excrement, as they drop it everywhere they go.  The fact that the rats marched in 
columns made their trail easy to follow.  

Borussa snuffled and followed, occasionally perking up to observe his surroundings.  Most 
creatures knew to steer clear of a huge boar, and so there was naught but the occasional tweet or chitter 
of the birds as they settled down for the evening.   

Borussa came upon a porcupine digging grubs from a rotten log.  Porcupines are one of the few that
do not fear pigs, and paid him little mind.  Borussa decided to chat up the porcupine.

“Hail Prickly Pig!”  he said.  
The porcupine turned, and Borussa could a great bald patch on the creature’s hind flank.  She 

replied, “What do you want, oh boar?  Can’t you see I’m busy?”
Borussa ignored the second question. “I’m tracking some rats, perhaps you’ve seen them.”
The porcupine shuddered, and she replied, “Oh do not talk about them.  They gave me such a 

horrible time,” and continued eating her grubs.
“Do tell.”
“I’d rather not talk about it.  It’s useless to dwell on the past.” And it was true, since animals tend 

not to ponder old hurts, but learn from them and move on, and continue living in the present.  Miss 
Porcupine was enjoying her meal, and enjoying the fact that most creatures preferred not to fight with 
her.

Borussa went to the other end of the log and began digging at it with his tusks.  A fat grub plopped 
to the leafy floor, and he slurped it up.  “They shot up some farm cats with quills.  Those cats are my 
friends.  Did you give them yours?”

This disrupted the porcupine’s peace of mind, and she dropped a grub, which began to wiggle and 
try to escape.  “No!  No!  I...oh it was horrible.  They came on me, and there was a sorcerer among 
them.  He chanted some words and suddenly I couldn’t move!  I could hardly breathe.  And then the 
rats yanked out my quills, and left me for dead.  ‘Thank you! We’ll be back!’ they said.” 

“Thank you Prickly Pig.  I leave you in peace.” 



Borussa nodded, and continued snuffling after the rat trail.  There was too much for him to fully 
comprehend.  There was evil afoot, he was sure of that much.  He pushed on through ferns, low bushes,
tufts of grass, until he came to a rocky patch covered with thicket creeper and poison ivy.  Lucky for 
Borussa, he had no allergy, but made a note to bathe when he got home.  He began to push through, 
when suddenly there was a high pitched screech ahead, and something pin pricked his left shoulder.  
Perking up, he could see a rat on a bit of rock pulling back his bow.  He wasted no time, and lunged 
forward, skewering the rat with his tusk. 

There was another screech to his right, and he heard little feet darting away.  Borussa pursued, and 
under a great boulder was a large hole big enough for maybe a raccoon.  There were three rats here, and
they too were firing arrows at him.  He shrugged off the hits, and bore down on them.  Two retreated 
down their hole, but he killed the third.  Quickly now, he began shoving dirt out of the hole with his 
tusks, and then with his trotter, and did his damnedest to get at the second and third rat, who by now 
had retreated down the tunnel.

Borussa figured he found their lair, or a lair at least.  He lacked the means to get down and 
investigate.  He could fill in the hole, but they, like squirrels and chipmunks, probably had multiple 
entrances.  The hole reeked of rat urine and feces.  Perhaps it would cover up his own scent.  He rolled 
himself around the hole in it as best he could, and then retreated back into the ferns and shrubs a way.  
He found himself a comfortable spot in the leaves, and crouched down and waited.

It was at least an hour before any rats came out of the hole.  They spoke to one another alternately 
in rat squeeks and elvish.  Borussa was not fluent in elvish, so he could not discern the whole 
conversation.  He heard something about “Huge boar in the woods!  Fix the entrance.  Ack Snitch and 
Pip are dead!”  Then came another voice, less rat like, and more human like, and it spoke only in elvish
“Imbecilles!  Hold your bowels and swine won’t find you.  Now go see if it’s gone.”

“I ain’t a-going after that beast!”
There was a flash through the bushes, and the smell of ozone and burning fur, and a simultaneous 

squeak of pain, but Borussa didn’t know what happened.  “Perhaps I should kill you all, and your dead 
bodies will serve me better!”

“No master!  I go!”
Borussa heard tiny feet scuttle off.  A few minutes later, the rat came his way, walking on its hind 

legs, clinking in armor and sniffing about.  It was tempting to just grab the wretched thing, but Borussa 
stayed still, and the rat passed by and continued until it was out of earshot.  

Borussa waited a few minutes more, and then slowly crept back the way he came, retracing the 
patch of the rat droppings until he reached the rotten log.  The porcupine was gone, but there was a 
flying squirrel on a tree nearby.  Borussa craned his neck up to call to the squirrel “Hello there, flying 
pig!”  

The flying squirrel was surprised to hear a pig call up to her.  “I’m not a pig,” she said.
“Do you like to eat grubs?”
The flying squirrel did, in fact, like grubs on those occasions she found them.  “Yes.”
“Do you like mushrooms?”
The flying squirrel did indeed like mushrooms.  “Yes.”
“Do you like to be fat?”
Indeed, the flying squirrel liked to be fat in the winter, when there was little food.
“Sounds like a pig to me,” said Borussa.
“Are you going to call me names, or do you want something, dear pig?”
“Well I’d be obliged if you pull these quills from my skin, oh flying pig.” 
The flying squirrel leaped from the tree trunk, and glided down onto the boar’s back.  “Indeed I 

can.  I suppose you learned not to fight with a porcupine?”  She began to work at pulling out the quills.
“I didn’t fight a porcupine.  I fought rats with quill arrows.  Perhaps you’ve heard of them?”



“Oh don’t remind me.  They’ve become a bit of a nuisance.  But so are hawks, and fishers, and 
farm cats.  What is another predator in the forest?”

After removing the quills, the flying squirrel groomed herself while Borussa dug grubs from the 
rotted log.  They ate grubs together, and then bid each other good night.

Borussa made his way back to the pasture land and then to the barn.  Tana was there pouring 
buckets of water in the pig trough.

“Where’d you go, Borussa?  You almost missed supper!”
“I was walking about.”
The little bald girl put down her bucket and skipped over him.  She almost hugged him, but he 

pulled back abruptly.  “I need a bath.  I got into some poison ivy.”  It was hard to disguise his being 
disturbed at the events of the evening.  The little girl sensed something was wrong, but figured it was 
just the poison ivy. 

“I’ll race you to the pond!” she shouted gleefully, and began to tear off away from the barn toward 
the pond.  Borussa followed, and let her win the race.  He splashed into the cool water and rolled about 
in the shallows, letting the mud cleanse his skin.  He then waded into the deeper parts.  Tana took off 
her dress and jumped in and swam to her friend.  Together they played in the pond in the light of the 
two moons.  Human and beast alike let go of the day’s stresses and lived in the moment.

* * *

Acorn quietly hummed to himself to fill the void of silence imposed by the Witch’s fog.  Moisture 
condensed on his leathery skin.  He felt uncomfortably wet and clammy.  Oak and Artur slept nearby, 
rolled up in their cloaks.   They too were wet, but luckily were not aware of it in their slumber.  Slip lay
splayed out on the moss, quite content by the look of him.  Acorn could stand hot jungles, and days 
after days of rain on the plains or the jungle.  There at least, the rain made him feel clean and refreshed.
The fog and moisture were like a smothering blanket, and it was difficult to think of anything else.

Suddenly there was a wet sucking sound that broke the monotony.  Acorn perked up, ready as 
always with a javelin.  He strained his ears, but there was naught but the faint trickle of stream.  Surely 
that sounded like a foot in the mud.  After a few minutes, a small beetle landed on his nose, and then its
hind end lit up electrically.  Carefully, he brought a thick finger to his nose, and lifted the firefly off.  
He marveled at the glowing insect, wondering how it got to be here.  In all places a firefly could be, a 
place where light stops after a few yards.  Perhaps it was lost as well.  He held the little bug aloft at 
arms length, and flicked his finger to send the creature on its way.

Just as the creature began to fly, a spear came from the dark fog and nicked the end of Acorn’s 
finger and slammed into the nearby birch.  Acorn cried out in alarm.  Oak and Artur flipped their cloaks
away, their hands already on their weapons.  Slip opened his eyes, to see the spear stuck in the tree 
above him.  

“What is it?” asked Artur.
“The Hunter,” muttered the sleepy Slip.
Acorn pointed in the direction of the blunt end of the spear, “It came from over there.”  He yanked 

the spear out of the tree.  It had a stone spear tip, but was well made.
Oak now had risen, and shuffled about in a crouch, straining his ears.  “What Hunter, Slip?”
Before Slip could speak, Artur interjected, “I heard the birds sing about a hunter when we got 

here.”
“Yes, yes,” said slip, who now rolled to a crouch.  “A man hunter.  He eats anything.  It’s said the 

witch took his voice and his wits, so he wanders here.”
Oak replied, “He must be close.  Else he couldn’t see or hear us to throw that spear.”
Acorn, looking a little embarrassed, said “He saw the firefly.”
“The what?” asked Artur, caught off guard.



“The firefly.  It glowed.”
“Okay,” said Artur.  “Fan out toward where the spear came from.  Go ten paces, then come back.”
And so they fanned out, covering about a third of a circle around their camp, and squished, plopped

and hopped into the fog.  Each lost sight and sound of the others after only a few steps.  Each step, 
though it took only a fraction of a second, felt like hours, with each of the heroes anticipating a sudden 
spear in the dark.  

Finding nothing but mud and mosquitoes, the four arrive back at the camp about the same time.  A 
quick glance in the lamplight and each knew the other found nothing.  Artur gestured to the next third 
of the circle, and each of them took position and set out into the dark again.  There was a splash as Oak 
went waist deep into the stream, and a gentle plop as Slip dived in.  The other two squished and 
plopped their way through the mud.  

Slip could feel an unnatural current in the water, as though someone nearby was quickly swimming 
away.  He quickly dived under, thrusting his knife toward the disturbance.  Surfacing, he swamp back 
toward the camp, and saw the other three standing in the lamplight.

“Any luck Slip?” asked Oak.  
“Someone swimming.  It could have been a turtle, or a big fish.”
“Which way?”
“Who knows in this fog.  Ahh, that way,” said the frog man, making his best guess.
Artur calculated in his head as best as he could, and leaped into the dark fog again, his sword at the 

ready.  He sloshed into the stream, waist deep, shoulder deep, thrusting his sword as best he could here 
and there ahead of him.  Swords were not the best weapons for water combat, and he wished then he 
had one of the Rhino’s spears.  After several thrusts, his sword clinked against a stone.  And then he 
clinked again.  Then there was silence.

Dismayed, he turned around, and tried to find his way back to the camp.  It wasn’t long before he 
saw the dim glow of the lamp diffusing through the fog.

Slip anxiously bounced in place, “Shall we try the other way?”
“Yes,” said Artur.  “But I think our attacker is gone.”
And so they fanned out and explored the last third of the circle around their camp, and as expected 

there was naught but bugs, mud, lichen and wet grasses.   Artur realized as they did this that their tracks
would be all over around the camp, leading to and fro.  They would have to leave if they didn’t want to 
be attacked again.  Unless...Yes, there was a plan in his mind.  He noted it and then returned to the 
camp.

The four were anxious about their hidden foe.  Acorn, in a moment belying the cool patience he 
aspired to, grunted “I’ll skewer that bastard with his own spear!”  This took Oak by surprise, and he 
grinned briefly, happy to see a trace of his foul temper in his own son.

Artur set about retrieving the lamp, and with a bit of rope, hung it from the birch tree about head 
high.  “Everyone back off and we’ll watch and see if he comes back for his spear.  Acorn, give me 
that.”  He took his knife out and cut his scarred hand, and smeared some blood on the lamp’s handle 
then put a bloody print on the other trunk of the tree.  He rubbed some on the tip of the spear, and then 
the squeezed a little more out on a rock heading away from the camp, and then retreated into the fog, 
crouching in the mud.  He quickly bandaged his hand with a handkerchief, and for once was glad he 
had little sensation in his right hand.  The others backed off as well, quietly, anxiously, waiting for the 
hunter.

* * *

The hunter floated his basket ahead of him as he swamp blindly in the stream.  His right ankle 
ached from a slash wound.  It was all he could do to escape the counter attack. His mental map put him 
thirty or forty yards southeast of his previous position.  There was a slimy boulder in the stream here, 



and he grabbed ahold and pushed his basket up.  He pulled himself up, feeling the moss, lichen, and 
snails.  He flicked the snails away so he could get a good handhold, and pulled himself up.  

His ankle was screaming at him, but his first thought was the snake vine in his basket.  He opened it
up, and felt the thorny creature inside.  It twitched and it rubbed it’s pod shaped head on his hand with 
affection.  This pleased the hunter, and he closed the basket and felt his ankle.  The gash would need 
stitches.  He fumbled in his soaked waist pouch for some sinew and thread, and then heard a loud -tink-
that vibrated his perch.  He froze, straining his ears.   There was another -tink-, the churning of water, 
and he heard a great sigh, as though someone were disappointed.  There was the slight sound of water 
being churned which lead away from the boulder.

The hunter mentally triangulated his previous position, his current position, and the direction of 
whoever it was that struck the boulder.  Yes it was one of the prey out looking for him.  He made a 
mental note of how to get back to the prey’s encampment, and tended to his ankle.  The bone needle bit 
into his skin, but the pain paled in comparison to the hot searing pain of the gash from the frog’s knife.  
Allowing the pain to focus his mind, and by touch alone, he wove the strand of dried sinew through the 
open wound until he closed it up.  It only needed three stitches.  He had a tiny pouch with a nugget of 
pine pitch. This he sucked on for several minute to warm it mashing it with his tongue, and then 
worked it over the stitches. 

He waited an hour for his wound to seal up, and then checked his gear.  Lacking a spear he needed 
to rely on his knife and his blow darts.  He felt over the reed pipe and blew into it to check it for air 
leaks.  He then eased back into the water, floating his vine-in-a-basket ahead of him, in pursuit of his 
prize.

* * *

The hunter paced himself, and with the single minded focus of a feral hunter he carefully counted 
out the distance in his head as he pushed through the fog and the darkness of night.  Before long he saw
the diffused light of the raised lantern.  Here he stopped, and felt around for some tall reeds or swamp 
grasses.  Finding a cluster of reeds, he slowly eased his basket into them, and turned hit attention to the 
lamp.  Why would these people leave their lamp up in such an obvious place?  Other humans had come
through in the past, and always took their lamps and torches with them.  There was something odd 
about this.  He eased his way forward, slowly, just his head above the water, and saw the bloodied hand
print on the birch tree.  That was no print from someone stumbling after holding a wound.  He could 
tell it was deliberate, as though he had slit a rabbit’s throat and left it for a fox to find.

The prey fancied itself the hunter.
Slowly, he retreated a few feet into the darkness and drew out his blowpipe, some darts, and the 

Keckle bladder.  With the skill of a veteran hunter, he set the pipe between his teeth, and dipped a dart 
into the bladder.  He than slid the dart into the pipe, and rocked it back until it slid back close to his 
lips.  Taking advantage of the sound stopping quality of the fog, he then proceeded to blow dart after 
dart into the foggy region surrounding lamp.  After about a dozen darts, he eased back to the reeds, took
his snake-in-a-basket, and quietly swam his way back to the boulder he came from.

* * *

Artur, Oak, Acorn and Slip crouched silently in the fog where they could see the haze of the lamp.  
Each was hidden from the others, but knew about where the others were hidden.  As soon as a figure 
walked into the lamplight, they would charge. 

An hour passed at least, and nothing happened save for wet feet, wet bottoms, and mosquito bites. 
The Rhinos shrugged off the mosquitoes thanks to their tough leathery skin.  Slip covered himself with 



mud to keep them away, but Artur steeled himself for a time, until he too figured he could roll in the 
mud.  As he stood up, something else bit him in the arm.  It felt like a hornet’s sting.

Slapping is right arm, he felt a tiny dart with feathers, and inadvertently drove the dart deeper.  
Realizing his peril,  he estimated the angle of approach, yanked out the dart, and began to stumble in 
search of his attacker.  The site of the wound rapidly began to swell, burn and itch terribly.  Before long
he tripped on the cluster of reeds where the basket was previously stashed, and fell headlong, choking 
on muddy water.  Artur coughed and sputtered, and spun about, trying to get his bearings. 

He began to feel feverish, and in a moment uncharacteristic of such a great warrior, began to panic 
and spun about, desperate to get his bearings in the foggy black of night.

Suddenly a hoarse voice spoke from behind, it was Slip.  “Artur!”
Artur spun about, almost decapitating the frog with his sword, but thankfully he swung too high.
“It’s Slip!  Don’t kill Slip, Artur!”
“Oh Slip.  I’m dying,” gasped Artur. “ He shot me with some dart.  I don’t know where I am. I...”
“You not going to die. Come.  Take my hand.”
Artur felt for the frog’s hand, and upon finding the suction cupped fingers, let Slip take him back to 

the island where Oak and Acorn waited.  He stumbled forward onto the wet mossy island and passed 
out.

* * *

The first thing Artur noticed, upon awakening, was the buzz of insects.  He blinked his eyes a few 
times, and he saw above him, in the awning in front of a mossy, moldy wooden hut, were two great 
hornet’s nests buzzing with activity.  He almost jumped up in panic, but a sudden splitting headache put
him back down on the hard planked porch of the hut.  

There was a familiar laughter of Rhinos and the Frog behind him, and he craned his neck back to 
see his three companions lounging on the porch.  They looked quite content.  Then he braced himself 
on his elbows and rose slowly, looking about.  To his right a curtain of hanging lichen covered a 
doorway, and a faint smoke or incense wafted out through the tendrils.  Above him, great white hornets 
darted away and returned to the two nests, but none of the insects disturbed him or his companions.  All
around the hut, but a few yards out, was a thick gray fog that seemed to glow in the diffused daylight.  

“Good morning sleepyhead!” said Oak.  “Or afternoon more likely.”
Artur flipped over, and now realized he had a poultice of stinky herbs wrapped around his arm 

where the dart had pierced him.  The smell made his nose wrinkle.  He pulled his attention away from 
his wound and finally sat up.  “This is the witches hut, I presume.” 

Slip hopped over Artur and crouched next to him.  “It is!  Lucky for you we found her.  She waits 
inside.”

Artur turned to the thick tendrils of lichen hanging over the doorway.  “Waits inside for what?”
Oak said, “She’s preparing the cure.  But we have to pay her.”
Artur felt his coin purse.  “I don’t have much money on me.”
“Oh she doesn’t want money.  She won’t say yet what she wants.  She seems friendly enough.
At this, the heavy curtain parted and a short, fat young-looking woman with dark brown hair 

twisted into dreadlocks came out.  She wore a patchwork dress and leaned on a gnarled stick a head 
taller than she was.   She had a great smile of large gapped teeth that gave her an ogreish appearance.  A
pretty ogre, if ogres could be pretty.  “Feeling better Artur?  Oh good.  That husband of mine can be 
quite a nuisance.”

Artur’s eyebrows went up at this.  “Your..your husband?  What is your name?”
“Yes my husband, well ex-husband to be precise.  As for my name, they call me Joy.”
Acorn chuckled softly.  “And they’re all terrified of a pretty witch named Joy?”



The witch’s eyes shot directly toward Acorn, which was enough, but she pointed with her free hand 
for dramatic effect, and then two swarms of hornets whipped from the hanging nests and began to buzz 
around the Rhino’s head.  He ducked and rolled off the porch, splashing in the muddy water, and the 
swarms  gave way and then returned to their respective nests.

There was a mix of nervous and sincere laughter.  Artur was genuinely amused, but it took all Slip 
could to save face and be polite around this witch his and the rival tribe feared so greatly.

A muddy Acorn poked his head above the edge of the porch, and seeing it safe, dragged himself 
back up.  Half covered in mud and bits of woody debris, he bowed to the witch and said “I stand 
corrected, Joy.”

The witch beamed at this, and flicked back her dreadlocks.  “Shall we get down to the business of 
this cure you seek?”  Joy began to turn toward the curtain of lichen, as to go back into the hut.  She 
stopped when Oak spoke.

“Indeed Madam,” said Oak, rising.  “If you would be so kind.  But what payment would you take?”
The witch turned to him, “Oh a trifle really.  I want my snake vine back. My husband, my ex 

husband, took it.”
“Snake... vine?” asked Artur.  
“Yes, think of it as a thorny snake, only it’s a plant.  He’s a plant.  I have its mate, so to speak, in 

my hut.  They only flower once every thirty years and this year is the year.  I can only delay flowering 
for only so long.”

Artur slowly shook his head.  “I don’t see why I should get involved in your post marital conflicts.”
The witch took a few steps forward, and Artur noticed her furry toes.  She pointed with her free 

hand at the two Rhinos.  “You should if you want to help your friends.”
The two Rhinos looked at Artur expectantly.  At this point Oak was willing to curse Artur’s name 

and go find this snake vine himself, if he had to.  He didn’t want to.  Acorn, not knowing Artur as Oak 
did, merely hoped Artur would continue to help them.  Hunting in this swamp, in this fog, they would 
need all the help they could get.

Artur was not intimidated by the witch, but stepped to the side rather than away, and circled her 
slowly, so she knew it.  She in turn was no fool, and turned about, not intimidated by the great muscled 
warrior.    Artur stopped next to his Rhino friends. “It’s not the custom of my people to meddle in 
others domestic affairs.  If not for my friends, I’d say you need to find this snake vine on your own.  
Nevertheless, I’ll get it back for you if you have the cure for what ails them.”

“I do.” said the witch.  “Give me the snake vine, and I’ll give you the cure.”  She smiled, and deep 
inside this bothered Artur.  He never exacted a price for helping people, and the witch’s willingness to 
use the Rhino people as leverage to get her pet back rubbed him the wrong way.

In this moment, the witch could see Artur was troubled.  From a pocket in her cloak, the witch 
pulled out a polished, orange marble stone.  Immediately, the fog around the hut dissolved to thin air.  
“Hold this stone, Artur, and the fog will give way.  Put it away, and nature will reassert itself.”  She put 
the stone back in her pocket, and fog began to rise from the marsh about them.  She gave it to Artur, 
and he put it in a belt pouch.

“Very well, Witch...Joy.  You’ll get your snake vine.”
He turned to his companions, “Are you ready to go?”
“Not Slip!” said the black frog.  “Slip did his part!  He wants no part of chasing hunters or witches. 

But...” he walked over to Oak, his feet flapping on the wooden porch.  “Oak is a black frog now.  If 
Oak wants Slip to help, Slip will go.”

Oak looked down at the little person who honored him with membership in his tribe.  An extra hand
in dealing with this hunter would be welcome, but the dart that struck down Artur could strike the frog 
down a well.  More importantly, his own people needed the witch’s medicine.

“Slip, if you will help us find the hunter, the three of us will deal with him, and you can go.”



Slip rubbed his chin with his four fingered hand, and he rocked back and forth on his webbed feet.  
His own people were terrified of this hunter and the witch, and it took a lot for him to overcome this 
learned fear.  “Alright.  Slip will find this hunter.  Get out your pretty stone.”  With this, he hopped off 
the porch with a splat onto the wet mud.  

The three warriors on the porch each looked at one another, and descended the steps to the marsh 
below.  Artur asked Oak which way they came from, and drawing out the stone, set about retracing 
their steps through the swamp.  As they proceeded forward, the fog about them dissolved so they could 
see for some thirty yards in all directions.  If they did not find the hunter, the hunter would find them.
  
*  * *

As the fog began to reform, Joy went back through the curtain of lichen into the dim, candle-lit hut.
Embers smouldered in the fireplace.  The petite ogress put wood into the fireplace and blew it to life, 
and then hung her iron cauldron over it.  She left it to simmer and surveyed her inventory.  It was a 
typical witches hut, with shelves filled with jars and pots of ingredients, crystals, charms, knick knacks 
and paddy whacks.  There were even bones for dogs, but no dogs had come by in years, the witch noted
sadly.  She needed some fresh dog tongues for spells to enhance taste, and some dog noses for spells to 
enhance smell.  

Setting aside the distraction of dog parts, she refocused herself.  Ah yes, what she needed was in the
the drawer under her desk.  She pulled out a heavy black, glass globe from the little writing desk and 
sat on the bearskin in the middle of the hut.  She felt the smooth, oily fur of the bearskin, and briefly 
remembered when her husband-to-be brought it to her as an engagement present.  She remembered 
how he had self-sewn stitches in his left shoulder, still healing, and festering, from the beast whose skin
he claimed.  She accepted his gift and healed his festering wound, and the two married soon thereafter. 

Distractions again.  This business with the Rhinos had disturbed her tranquility.  She cleared her 
mind and focused on the glass globe, reaching out beyond time and space and then coming back, 
observing the world in the abstract:  The red haired Horsemen of the north as Centaurs; the dwarfs as 
animated pickaxes, chopping away at stone; Artur’s people as anthropomorphic pigs.  There were rats 
among the pigs with meat cleavers.  How odd.  She looked to the lands of the Cat people, and the lands 
of the Rhinos, and saw rats with needles.  She looked to the desert lands of the Snake men, and there 
were rats there, shaking hands with them.  And then there was a rat looking at her.  “Who are you,” it 
said without speaking.  It was not an anthropomorphic rat.  There were no rat-men as far as the old 
witch knew.

“Who are you?” it said again.  This was not abstract, but a real rat asking a real question.  There 
was something amiss with this.  The witch pulled out of her trance and put the glass globe away in its 
drawer.  If there was a rat playing with sorcery, then that would explain the rats in the images she saw.  
It must have a seeing stone of its own, or perhaps some other means of surveying time and space that 
intersected with hers.  

The pot began to simmer on the fire, so Joy went to her storage racks and added a little of this and a
little of that.  The last ingredient she added was ground rhino horn.  That ex husband of hers had slain a
rhino warrior so long ago.  Its eyes, brain, heart and liver proved useful, and finally the horn was 
serving a purpose.  They didn’t need to know this, though.  

* * *

The hunter spent the night asleep atop a flat mossy rock not far from the stranger’s camp, his snake 
vine curled about his legs, or about his neck or arm, as it suited the creature.  He awoke to the chirp of 
birds and the buzz of morning insects, and set about getting ready for his day.

The stitches on his foot were holding up well, but he needed a spear.  Checking the flotsam about 
him, he found thick, long branch only slightly rotted, and began whittling it with his knife.  The snake 



vine coiled about his neck, and it rubbed its head affectionately on his cheek and ear while he work.  
The soft leaves around the creature’s head tickled his skin, and he felt loved.

It wasn’t long before the hunter hacked a fine point and removed all the rough edges on the shaft.  
It wasn’t the best spear he could make, but it would do.  He kissed his vine on the head and placed it 
gently back in his carrying basket.  Then he gathered his gear and set out in search of the strangers.  If 
the poison didn’t kill them, certainly he’d be able to finish them all off with ease.

His mental map was flawless, and he returned to the little island and found the lamp still hanging 
there, no longer lit.  Maybe he struck every one of them, and needed only collect the dead meat?  He 
cautiously explored a great circle around the camp, looking for bottle flies and other insects that go 
after the dead.  There were moths and mosquitoes, but nothing else.  And no bodies.  He then found a 
heavy set of tracks, two obviously of the great creatures, and the faint prints of a frog, and staggering, 
dragging footprints of the man. 

The hunter limbered up, stretching his legs and arms, ready for a fight, and in a slight crouch 
pursued the tracks almost silently, needing no magical fog to conceal his footfalls.  He reached a small 
stream, and after a bit of searching, found their tracks on the other side, this time just the big things.  
Maybe the Frog parted ways with the big things.  Maybe the man died, and they carried him.

He cautiously stalked forward, following the tracks, when suddenly something felt off.  His skin 
felt cool, as though the smothering blanket of the fog had suddenly lifted.  He looked up, and there 
some thirty yards ahead of him were his prey, all four!  How did the fog clear away?  There was an elm
tree between himself and the prey, so it didn’t seem like they saw him. 

He crouched down, spear ready, and watched the frog skip quickly along the mire.  The human 
carefully but quickly chose the drier parts and hopped from place to place.  The rhinos proceeded 
forward with great sucking sounds of their great feet sinking in the mud and drawing out again.  The 
human turned to the rhinos, and said “Can you make any more noise?!”

Oak gave a dismissive wave.  “If you want stealth, hire some sneaky little dwarfs or some cat 
people!”

The hunter knew banter to be banter, but didn’t understand the words.  The four prey moved along, 
looking to the left and the right.  The fog seemed to close in behind them as they moved forward.  Once
the fog began to close about the hunter, he stood up, readied his spear, and began to follow their fresh 
prints.

* * *

Acorn felt dismayed.  If anything, Artur’s magic globe would make it harder to find this hunter 
because it gave their position away.  As he squished and splooshed through mud and water, he got to 
thinking maybe they were spotted already.

“Artur!  If this hunter could shoot you in the dead of night in this heavy fog, surely he can find us in
the daytime with that globe of yours.”

Artur balanced atop a stone that rocked back and forth in a stream.  “You think we should wait for 
him?”  

“Yes! Yes!  Wait, shout, cry, fart, carry on, and dodge the next spear.”
At this Slip protested.  “No, no!  The green frogs will find us!”
As Acorn prepared his bagpipes, he said, “Well so be it.  I’m tired of sneaking through this fog, 

getting stuck in the mud.  Bring on the green frogs.  Bring on the hunter.”  He patted his great spear that
stood end in the mud.  “I’m ready.”  He patted the ax on his belt.  “I’m ready.”  He patted the sword on 
the other side of his belt.  “I’ m ready.”  And lastly he drew his finger to the tip of his horn, “I’m 
ready!”

His father nodded, and looked to Artur.  



Artur didn’t like the situation.  Wide in the open, no cover, and fog for their enemies to hide in.  It 
was tactically the worst place for them to be, which means it might be the only way to get the hunter to 
come out.  “Fine.  Let’s stand back to back, so we can see him when he comes.”  Artur squish and 
splurted his way through mud and stood with his companions, the globe in one hand, and his sword in 
the other.

Acorn began to play his pipes, a rhino lullaby that began slowly and gently and then bled into one 
of many aggressive battle hymns that echoed to the very edges of the forest.  Daytime nappers awoke 
with a start, and frogs green and black halted their days activities to listen to the peculiar noise from the
alien instrument thinking it was some horrid creature trumpeting in their swamp.  They grabbed their 
weapons and began to track the sound.  

The hunter halted mid-step and the tune reminded him of a faint memory from his childhood.  He 
had forgotten his childhood along with his language, until now.  He found himself humming to the 
song, and a few words of verse slipped from his lips: “...and we’ve come to fight, and put the orc heads 
on a pike...”  When the music stopped, his memory lapsed again, and he forgot his words, and he 
regained his focus on the hunt.    

When Acorn finished the song, he said, “Let’s see if the Witch’s fog can block that.”
“Well done, son,” Oak said.
“It was one of mother’s favorites.”
Slip pulled his fingers out of his earholes and opened his eyes, glad the noise had stopped.
Artur scanned the foggy perimeter, and asked “Do you know ‘Rock Grubs Taste Like Chicken?’”
The younger rhino shook his head.  “Never heard of it.”
Feeling inspired by the Rhino’s bagpiping, he began to sing:

When you’re in dungeons dark and deep
And you run out of things to eat
Try a rock grub
because they taste just like chicken

There’s vibrations behind sandstone
and you’re stuck there all alone
start to dig and you will find
a meal that’s truly fine
A rock grub

and it tastes just like chicken

All four began to laugh at the absurd song, and suddenly a dart came out of the fog and struck 
Acorn’s bagpipes.  The four turned to whence the dart came.  Acorn pulled the dart from the bag, 
cursing, and tossed it to the ground.  “It will take me a day’s work to patch that!” 

Another dart whizzed by Acorn’s ear.  No longer distracted by his damaged instrument, he called 
“Shields!” and with military discipline both he and his father unslung their shields and readied their 
great spears, ready to fight the foe in the fog.  Artur and Slip crouched behind the armored Rhinos, and 
several more darts thudded lightly into their shields.

Artur said, “Taunt him.  Shout.  Make him think you’re pinned down.  I’m going to flank him.”    
With that, Artur handed the magic globe to Oak, and set off to his left, keeping trees between himself 
and the estimated position of his enemy, and the Rhinos cried out, “Oh Dad he got me!”  “No son!  
Hang in there!” 



Slip silently slid off to the right, he too hoping to circle around behind the hunter.  He climbed a 
tree, and leaped from branch to branch, and sometimes swinging on thick ropes of lichen.

The fog was disorienting, but Artur quietly picked his way hopping from stone to log to piles of wet
bark, until he saw a glint of light from the hunter’s helm.  The hairy man crouched behind a rotted log 
at the edge of the fogless region, a woven basket on his back, and he blew dart after dart from a pipe.  A
woven basket was on his back.

There was a sudden crack of a branch above the hunter, and both he and Artur glanced up, and Slip 
came tumbling down, luckily grabbing one last branch.  He dangled some ten feet above the hunter, 
who instantly reached for his spear, ready to impale the frog man.  Artur charged, and just before the 
hunter could thrust his spear, Artur cried out and startled the man, who tried to bring his spear about to 
meet the new threat.

He was too slow.  Artur hacked the tip of the spear and then threw his shoulder into the hunter, and 
the two tumbled over the log.  The hunter regained his footing before Artur, and Artur kicked one leg 
out from beneath him, and his enemy stumbled into a tree.  A strap on his basket snapped, and it 
dangled from one shoulder.  Artur closed with him, but  the learn hunter grappled Artur’s sword arm 
with a strength that belied his lean physique.   Slip regained his sense and dropped down, drawing his 
dagger but not sure how to help.  Each time he approached, the two grappling men almost trampled 
him.

Then heavy squishy mud sounds announced the approach of the Rhinos, and the two great shielded 
warriors bellowed a war cry and crashed through the bush.  They, too, almost trampled Slip, who 
managed to scurry up a skinny birch tree in the nick of time.  Seeing the two men grappling,  Artur’s 
disciplined combat training versus the primal instincts of the hunter, they dropped their shields and 
spears and quickly wrestled the feral man to the ground.  Oak put a knee to his chest.

The man howled, and scratched and bit, but Oak shrugged it off.  He dug a finger into a nerve in the
man’s shoulder, and the man screamed for a few seconds, and then whimpered like a dog when Oak 
eased up.  “Good boy!” he said mockingly, and roughly patted the man on head.  

While Oak kept the hunter pinned to the muddy ground, Artur took an interest in the basket that had
fallen off in the struggle.  He peek inside the lid, and saw a thick, thorny vine wiggle about, and a hiss 
came from it’s flowery head.  “This must be it.”  He carefully lifted the creature from the basket, 
studying it’s leaves.  The creature clicked repeatedly, surveying its surroundings.  The hunter saw him 
handling the vine and howled in protest.

“Nuh...nuh…….No!”
Oak dug a finger into the hunter’s shoulder again, and the hunter was quiet, but tears began to run 

down his eyes.  His eyes followed Artur as he handled the snake vine.  
Suddenly there were deep throaty shouts on all sides.  On one side of a semi-circle there were 

dozens of armed black frogs, and on the other side, dozens of armed green frogs, and they all were 
shouting at once. 

“The horrible noise came from here!”
“I see one of your people with these monsters!”
“Is this some kind of plot to run us out?!”
“Why is one of yours with these creatures!” shouted a green as he pointed at Slip. “You’re in league

with the hunter and these beasts!”
“No, no!” shouted Slip, both of his hands up, emphasizing his not wanting to fight.  “You don’t 

understand!”  But amid all the shouting, most of the Green frogs could not hear him.
“Impossible!  They’re fighting the hunter!”
“It’s a trick!  A trick of the witch!”
“Kill the greens!”
“Kill the blacks and their monsters!”



All the frogs became more agitated, and began making slow, half-steps toward the other side.  They
wanted to fight, but were not ready to commit.  Acorn whirled from one direction to the next as the 
mass of frogs closed about them, not sure where the first volley of spears would come from.  Slip 
continued shouting to his people and the greens to wait.  Oak, aware of the threat from the frogs, was 
more concerned about keeping the Hunter subdued, and kept one knee to hairy man’s chest.  All the 
while Artur, overwhelmed by the multitude of threats, put the snake in the basket and slung the strap 
over his shoulder.

The hunter howled at this, and in vain reached one hand toward the basket.  It was an unearthly, 
grief stricken, haunted howl.  “NooOOOOOoo!”  Oak, surprised, leaped off the pinned man, and the 
frogs suddenly ceased their shouting and threatening.

All watched the wailing hunter now, who, bruised and battered, scrabbled through the mud and 
swamp grasses on all fours and reached up for the basket, continuously wailing.  A grief stricken love 
transcended the witch’s curse on his tongue and memory.  “Don’t take my baby.”

Artur pulled away, as one might from a leper, but couldn’t bring himself to strike the hunter.  
“Please?  Please!”  The hunter got up and stumbled forward, reaching for Artur and the basket.  Artur, 
with reluctance, struck him with the hilt of his sword, and the man fell head over heels, weeping, 
sniffling, blood running from his nose.  And he scrabbled forward again, half rising, “Puh—Please!”

All watched this scene silently, and Artur this time struck the wild man with his fist, and he tumbled
over.  Artur pitied the poor creature, and he was surprised to find his cheeks wet with his own tears.  

“Please.”  Exhausted, the wild man lay sprawled in the mud, whimpering.  
All the frogs forgot their hostility and marveled at this Terror of the Foggy Swamp reduced to a 

whimpering, pathetic state.  This man, who had killed and eaten so many both of their peoples, now 
begged for some creature in the basket as a mother or father for their children.

Artur looked at Oak, who watched him intently.  He knew what the Rhino man was thinking, even 
without his gift.  Would Artur return the snake vine to the grief-stricken hunter, or to the witch to get 
the cure for the Horn Rot?    Artur thought of how he might beg for the life of his pigs, or his donkeys, 
or his horse, or his own human children, and saw the same in the hunter who now wanted his child 
back.   Artur knew he should have no pity for this man who stalked them through the swamp and tried 
to kill him and his friends three times, but he did. 

True to his word, and knowing that life was filled with hard choices, Artur made his decision.  In 
the silence broken only by the snuffles and whimpers of the defeated hunter, Artur said to his 
companions, “Let’s go to the witch.”

Oak, appreciating the loyalty of his friend, considered the fallen hunter.  “We can’t leave him here 
to get killed.  Not like this.”

Acorn protested, “We don’t owe him anything, father!  He tried to kill us.  He’s a murderer of frog 
people.”

One of the Greens shouted, “If you don’t do it, we will.”
A Black replied, “Hear, hear!  That’s one thing a Black can agree with a Green on.”
Slip scratched his chin, and considered the situation.  Killing the hunter together would united the 

two tribes, at least for the day.  But if the hunter escaped, they might unite for a week, or a month, and 
who knows, maybe they might come to some equitable arrangement on the hunting and fishing rights 
of the two tribes.  “Slip has an idea!”

One of the blacks chided him, “Not another one of Slip’s dumb ideas!  Catch fish with a string and 
a hook, Slip said once!”  Frogs on both sides chuckled at this.

“Dry meat to make it last longer!” laughed another.
“Yuck, who eats dry meat?!”
“Slip does!”
There was more mocking laughter.  Slip, distressed, shouted above the din.



“No!  Listen!” insisted Slip.  “Let’s let the hunter go, and we’ll hunt him together.  Let him live in 
fear every day as we have.  Let him check over his shoulder every other second.  If we catch him, then 
we’ll kill and eat him.  Slip will kill him, and use his meat on hooks to catch fish!”  There was some 
murmuring, and hemming and hawing among the two tribes of frogs, and the leaders of both tribes 
looked to each other and nodded.  

At this Acorn grabbed the whimpering hunter by the hair on his head and pulled him up.  He picked
up the metal helm that fell off the man’s head, and put it in the defeated man’s hands.  The hunter 
looked up at Acorn, who put a hand to his chest and shoved him in a direction away from both tribes of 
frogs.  “Go!”

Artur walked off in the opposite direction, into the fog.  The hunter looked longingly after Artur 
and the basket slung over his shoulder.  Acorn shoved him again.  “Go!”  

Slip drew his dagger, and pointed it threateningly at the hunter.  He joined Acorn in pushing the 
man away.  “Go, now!”

A green hurled a spear that struck the mud just a foot away from the hunter. “Go Hunter!”  Artur 
was out of sight now, and the hunter focused on the threat at hand.  Green frogs and black shouted 
threats and shook their weapons.  “Go!  Go!”

The hunter turned and stumbled over a rock.  Another spear landed in moss to his left.  The hunter 
picked himself up.  A thrown stone stung his back.  A mudball struck his ear.  Overtaken with an acute 
fear for his life, the hunter bolted off into the fog.  There were great “hurrahs!” from the frogs.  The 
Greens began to sing a hunting chant to stoke their courage for the hunt.  The blacks did the same, and 
a few from each side noticed that the words were different, but the tunes were similar.  Oak touched 
palms to Slip, and said “We’ll meet again, my friend.”  Slip then hurried off to join in the song of his 
people.  Oak and Acorn followed in Artur’s footsteps to find the witch and retrieve the cure.  As they 
went out of sight of the frogs, Oak and Acorn could hear a great hunting cry from both tribes as they 
went forth to stalk and slay the hunter.

* * *

Joy sat in a rocking chair on her porch smoking a wooden pipe.  She blew rings of the sweet, 
pungent smoke and sent them flying into the hornets nests overhead.  Intoxicated by the fumes, the 
frenetic buzzing and work of the hornets stopped, and for a brief moment the insects were silent.  She 
than willed some of them off into all directions, beyond the veil of silence she wove into the fog 
surrounding her hut.  She took another drag from her pipe and closed her eyes, seeing what her pets 
could see and smelling what they smelled.  They didn’t see much on account of the fog, but eventually 
one of them reached a clearing where her former guests seemed to tussle with another creature.

“Dive,” she commanded.
The great white hornet sped down, and she could see him now, being held down by a Rhino, and all

around crowds of frog men were closing.  “Up,” she commanded, and the wasp avoided colliding with 
the muddy ground.  The hornet rode higher, and higher, and then suddenly the image exploded in Joy’s 
mind, and for a second the witch had a headache, and then it was gone, and she was back in her rocking
chair.

Out in the swamp, unconcerned with the conflict of bipeds below, a starling crushed and swallowed
its meal.  “Hornet,” it thought, “my favorite!”  

The hornets were useful, disposable pets.  Joy sent more to patrol a circle around the hut and watch 
for the return the man and the rhinos.

[ I partly wish to skip any banter between Artur, the Rhinos, and the witch.  I don’t think it adds any 
value to the story at this time. I wish to summarize the return of the snake vine to its mate,  and return 
to the events that transpired at Zootaloot farm while Artur was away ]



* * *

Tana awoke on a pile of straw, snuggled next Borussa, who snored contentedly.  The air smelled of 
animal dander and dried grasses.   Twilight crept into the barn through the windows and illuminated the
silhouettes of the barn animals.  Some rabbits slept atop hay bales in one corner, and a donkey in 
another.  The goats were awake, and a baby goat, hearing Tana awaken, approached her and began 
nibbling her cheek.

“Good morning, Thistle!”  she whispered, and kissed the baby goat.  “Maah-Maah!” bayed the 
goat.

“You’ll wake everyone up, Thistle,” came another goat’s voice.
Borussa suddenly stopped snoring, and jolted awake with a snort.  “Who….who is making that 

racket so early in the morning?”
Tana sat up and pat Borussa’s hairy back.  She whispered, “Go back to sleep.”  
Knowing it was nearly dawn, Tana got up, and ushered the baby goat outside with its family, and 

gave them all kisses atop their heads.  “Good morning Blackberry.  Good morning Locust.  Good 
morning Rose.  Good morning Cactus,” and so on, with all the goats named for prickly trees and 
shrubs.  

Tana then set about her pre-breakfast chores.  The cows were nearby, so she decided to milk them 
first, and hustled the pails of fresh milk to the kitchen.  After placing the pails, Tana listened.  The 
house creaked, and from her brother’s room she could hear a snore.  Tana frowned, and her stomach 
grumbled.  Breakfast would be late if Troy didn’t get the cook stove running soon.  She remembered 
how her brother would be leaving soon for the wizard’s academy, and she would have to take over his 
chores. 

As Tana left the kitchen, she pulled the anxiety out of her ear, and threw it away.  It was a little trick
she learned--a game really--were one pretends to pull uncomfortable thoughts out ones head and throw 
them away.  Usually this worked, as long as she had something else to think about.  She needed to get 
eggs, and she was hungry.

In the slowly brightening sky, Tana went to the garden and picked a ripe cucumber to sate her 
hunger on the way to the chicken house.  It was sweet and crunchy.  As she skipped along, eating her 
cucumber, the birds began their morning song, and she knew it wouldn’t be long before the rooster 
woke everyone else up.

Suddenly there was a commotion from the chicken house, and dozens of chickens began squawking
at once.  Tana quickened her pace, and she arrived to a scene that confused her.  A parade armored rats, 
walking on their hind legs like humans, each carried an egg down a ramp and deposited their cargo in 
little wooden wagons.  Groundhogs were harnessed to the wagons.   There was a mess of bloodied 
feathers on one of the ramps leading into the house, and a severed chicken foot.  There were chicken 
squawks and rat screeches coming from within.  

This all confused Tana at first, and then coming to grips with the situation, called out, “Hey! Hey!  
Those are my eggs!”  She picked up a stone and threw a stone at the army of rats, knocking one of them
head over heels.  There was a cry of “Human!” and some of the rats, with military discipline, drew their
bows and began loading quill arrows.  Not wanting to get shot, Tana bolted for the main door of the 
chicken house, and little arrows thudded into the wooden siding.

Inside she saw a chaotic melee of chickens and rats all fighting with each other, and the chickens 
were getting the worst of it.  Other rats snatched eggs and hustled down the ramp.  Tana was 
overwhelmed, and screamed in anger and desperation.  She waded into the din and began kicking rats 
where she could find them.   Rats hacked at her ankles with their tiny swords, and she was forced to 
retreat up a ladder to the upper loft.  



Then the main door crashed open there stood Troy naked, and in one hand in his hand he held a 
great, eerie glowing globe that pulsed in intensity from a firefly spark to a hundred candles.  All the 
animals stopped, startled by the sudden change in lighting, for an instant and gazed at him.

Tana peered over the edge of her hiding place, “Troy?” she whispered.
 “Close your eyes, Tana.”  He hurled this globe of light into the middle of the chicken house, and it 

exploded into bright, yellow-white brilliance of the noon day sun.  All the animals screeched and 
squawked, for they were all blinded.  Troy then went among the confused animals and smashed rats 
with the bird poop shovel.  Rats and chickens alike panicked and charged randomly, and one rat 
scrambled up the ladder to where Tana hid, and feeling the flesh of her feet, bit her toe.  Startled, she 
kicked the blind, armored rat of the ledge, where he met the backswing of Troy’s shovel.

The battle ended almost as fast as it began.  It looked like a madman’s slaughter house.  There were 
dead rats and live and dead chickens all over the house.  Diana came through the door in a hurry, 
Frostbane glowing red hot in her hand.  “Troy!  Where’s Tana!”

“Mama!” called Tana, who swung her injured feet over the edge to the ladder.  She winced at 
putting weight on her feet as she tried to climb down.  Diana willed the sword cold, sheathed it, and 
went to fetch Tana into her arms.

Adrenaline fading, Tana broke into tears.  “Mama I tried to stop them.  There were too many.”  She 
gazed over her mother’s shoulders at the dead and wounded chickens, and remembered all their names.

A gruff squeal came from outside the chicken house, and Tana and Troy understood Borussa calling
out.  “Is all they’ve got?  Hah!  More like rat fleas than rats!”

Troy stayed in the chicken house to tend to the wounded, and Diana carried Tana out.  The sun had 
just peaked over the edge of the horizon, and the first rays hit the tree tops.  Dead armored rats were 
scattered about, the little wooden wagons tipped over, and eggs were smashed.  Several barn cats 
busied themselves eating canned rat.   Borussa had several quills in his hide, and his face was caked 
with gore.  He poked a dead groundhog with his tusks, turning the body over.  He heard footsteps 
approaching and looked up.  “Mother, Tana.  Tana!  You foolish girl,” he squealed.  “Oh look at your 
poor ankle.”

“Mama put me down please.”
“Yes put her down at look at this ground hog.”  Diana did not understand, but Tana translated for 

her.
Diana gentle set her daughter down, and crouched with Borussa.  “What’s so special about this 

groundhog?”
“No blood..  And her flesh is cold.  This hog was dead before I broke her neck.”  Tana reached over 

and touched the dead animal, and was startled to find it was cold.  She didn’t understand, but her 
mother did.

Diana’s breath caught in her throat.  Undead.  She couldn’t find the words.
“And the rats?” asked Daiana.
“A lively bunch.  Warm and gooey.”
Diana stood and contemplated this. First there’s rats hunting like humans in the woods, and then 

they came to steal eggs from the farms, again like humans: armor and weapons, wagons with undead 
beasts of burden.  They would be back.   

Troy carried all the chickens  out into the grass and set them down next to Tana, who gently pet the 
injured and softly spoke reassuring things to them.   The unharmed chickens, their temporary blindness 
having passed, quickly shook off the morning’s commotion (as animals do when danger passes), and 
joined the cats in eating dead rats, savoring the eye balls and the brain matter.  “How long since we had
rat for breakfast?” asked one.  “Spring, I think,” said another.  “They taste like moles, did you notice 
that?”  “Aye, only the eyeballs are a bit more tart.”  “I can’t tell the difference to be honest.”  

 With the rising of the sun came a breeze and the bluing of the sky, and fresh air blew the sadness 
away, and things didn’t seem so grim.  The humans set about tending to the wounded.  Borussa 



stoically endured the yanking out of quills, but Tana winced at the three stitches her mother had to sew 
in her ankle.  A couple chickens needed toe amputations, but they bore it with dignity, and then went 
about their lives as though nothing happened.  The cats, having caught the rat archers by surprise, had 
only a few cuts and bruises, and were in good spirits.

The bad news was the loss of life.  Ten hens out of three dozen were dead, and the rooster, too was 
slain.  Most of the eggs were destroyed, but a nest full of fertile ones in the loft were intact, and one of 
the hens quickly adopted them as her own. 

Early in the afternoon, Troy dug a grave for the slain chickens and buried them.  They had a 
funeral, and wept for their lost loved ones.  Diana planted a Pear sapling on the grave, as was the 
custom in her homeland, and called it the Chicken-Fruit tree, so her descendants could know the 
goodness of her chickens.  

Troy, angry at what had transpired that day, skewered many of the dead rats on little sticks, and 
planted those sticks on the perimeter of the farm as a warning to any more that might come to the farm. 
Scavenging animals didn’t get the joke, and the flies, the crows, and the foxes all got to nibble on rat, 
until there was but skin, bones and armor on a stick.

Troy did not stop with skewering rats.  Troy picked some ripe blueberries and called some sparrows
that he knew by name, and they came down to see him.  “It’s gruesome work you do here, Troy,” said 
one of the sparrows.  “What do you want with us?”

Troy offered the blue berries, and the three sparrows sat on his arm picking them from his other 
hand.  “Please go fetch my brothers.   Go tell them I need help, and they must hurry.  Can you do that?”

The sparrows looked at each other for a moment, and then they nodded together.  “Just tell us 
where to go, Troy.”  

And so Troy told them to head west to Walnut Grove Farm, which was about a day’s walk, or a 
couple hours flying to find Carberry.  West of Walnut Grove Farm was the town of Broccoli, and there 
find Kevin, who worked as an apothecary.  To the northeast of Zootaloot Farm, about two days march,  
right to the edge of Pig territory, they could find Konnor, who operated a bartering post.

After finishing their meal, the sparrows each took off in search of the three brothers, and Troy was 
content to know that help would be on the way.

By evening, Troy and Diana managed to clean up most of the filth from inside the chicken house 
and replace the fouled nests with fresh straw, and Tana an eye out for trouble, but no trouble came, or 
no trouble that she knew of.

* * *

From before dawn until the sunset, several blue jays watched the farm from the forest, or from fruit 
trees, or atop roofs.  They did not tire, for they were not alive.  The rat sorcerer sat meditating, eyes 
closed, in his lair.  He could see through the eyes of the unalive birds at Zootaloot farm.  He could see 
through the eyes of the unalive ground hogs.  Then came the girl, and the boy magician, and the farm 
animals, and that wretched woman with the flaming sword.  They ruined everything.  Well, it wasn’t a 
total loss.  They could become larger, perhaps, and take the farm by force.  But then they would need 
more food, and would attract more attention.  Rats are easily dismissed until they’re three or four feet 
tall.  

No, they would need to establish themselves somewhere out of the way where nobody would find 
them, at least, until it was too late to do anything about it.

Some activity on the farm disrupted the sorcerer’s train of thought.  The boy magician called to 
some sparrows, and shortly thereafter they took off in different directions.  The sorcerer commanded 
his undead blue jays, “Pursue and destroy.”  The undead birds lurched stiffly from their perches and 
mechanically flapped their wings in pursuit of the sparrows.



* * *

Troy and Tana sat and played together in the grass beneath a great oak tree.  The amateur magician 
summoned illusions of butterflies who wings shifted through all the colors of the rainbow, and Tana 
marveled at them.  She knew they were illusions as well, but still couldn’t help but reach her little 
hands up to try and touch them.  “Oh they’re such beautiful flutterbys!” she exclaimed, and clapped  
with delight.

Troy willed the illusions to spiral up, and up, and then they exploded into sparks with audible plop 
of heavy raindrops.  Plop-plop-plop-plop.  He summoned glowing dragonflies next, and they zipped 
two and fro, and then each chased the next one in a long train that again spiraled up and exploded into 
sparks of colored light.  

“How do you do it, Troy!?”
“Well you either have the knack, or you don’t.  It’s like how we talk to animals.”  He then 

summoned the image of Beatrix, a fallen hen who had an unexplained tuft of greenish feathers.  The 
illusion scratched at the grass without disturbing it, and pecked at bugs without actually picking any up.
“She was my favorite.”

 Tana watched the image and her eyes welled up with tears as she remembered the times when 
Beatrix would come up to her and sit in her lap.  She recalled how the bird would turn around three 
times before sitting, and the long green feathers would tickle her chin.  “Make her go away, Troy.”

Troy clapped his hands once and the image popped into fireworks.  It was replaced by a half dozen 
little chicks hopping about.

Diana lounged in a long wooden chair nearby, sipping coffee, and watched her children playing 
together.  After the events of the day, it was good to relax and enjoy a moment of levity.  Troy had sent 
for help from his older brothers.  There was nothing else to do but wait and be on guard.  The coffee 
helped with that.  A delicious import from south of the Great Inland Sea, where in the perpetual 
summer the Cow tribe mastered the cultivation of the coffee plants.  In Frog country they grew some, 
but the climate was not ideal.  Mixed with milk and honey it had an addictive quality. 

As the sun set, her children got up and prepared for bed.  Draining her cup, Diana set about 
equipping herself.  She began boiling another kettle of coffee, and set up torches at the edge of the farm
facing the woods and lit them.  Then she got her bow and arrows, Frostbane, and a dagger, and donned 
her seldom worn chain mail and helm.  The armor felt heavier than she remembered, and it made sense.
She hadn’t worn it since Tana was born.   If trouble came, she wouldn’t be caught unprepared.

Diana wasn’ t the only one on watch.  Borussa dipped his snout into the pot of coffee once it cooled
parked his portly self in front of the house’s main door.  The farm cats, as usual, prowled outside the 
barn, only tonight disregarding the mice, moles and hopping insects, and instead being ever watchful 
for rats.  The native rats, hearing rumor of the carnage of the day, kept to their hiding places.

* * *

Around sunset, Carberry trimmed hedges of prickly blackberry and raspberry bushes around the 
perimeter of Walnut Grove Farm. The berry season was almost over, and the tall, freckled, ruddy 
colored bald man seized the opportunity to maintain his plants.  By his side was his fighting pig, Nelly, 
who ate any stray berries that fell. 

Carberry spoke with enthusiasm about how he loved his plants, but Nelly was more interested in 
the berries, and she replied simply with, “Yes.  Umm hmm.  For sure,” as she snuffled around, 
vacuuming up the sweet fruit.

Suddenly there was a great commotion coming from the east, a rapid chittering of a panicked 
sparrow.  He looked up, and the tiny bird’s silhouette stood out against the setting sun and the orange 



sky.  It was being pursued by a larger bird, and there was something strange about the way the pursuer 
moved, but he couldn’t say what it was.

When the sparrow spotted Carberry, it dived down.  “Carberry! Carberry!  Troy sends for you!  
Carberry!”  The larger bird dived after it, overtook it, and the two crashed to the earth on the other side 
of the hedge with a light thud.  Then there was silence.

“What’d she want?” said Nelly with a mouthful of berries.
“I...I don’t know.”  Always prepared to push through his own thorny hedge, Carberry donned some 

leather sleeves, and a leather hat, and crawled on his belly to the other side.  He back was only mildly 
scratched up.  He made a mental note to let this part grow in more thickly.   On the other side he found 
the two dead birds, their necks broken, and some tears welled up in his eyes.  He reached down to pick 
them up, and noticed the sparrow was warm, but the blue jay was cold, and its eyes were glazed over.  
The blue jay was dead long before it hit the ground.  A chill went up his spine when he put the pieces 
together.

It took less than an hour to prepare for the journey.  He gave instructions to the dogs and the rest of 
the animals to look after his wife and two toddlers.  Before long,  Carberry, Nelly and a packhorse were
on their way to Zootaloot Farm.

* * *

In the setting sun, a sparrow flew as fast as it could to Broccoli.  Behind it flew an undead blue jay. 
Behind the blue jay flew and eagle, who quickly overtook the lurching, stiff, undead bird and seized it 
in its claws.  The eagle took a bite in midair, and tasting the cold, rotting flesh and lost interest.  He 
released the dead thing and it broke on the rocks below.  The sparrow, exhausted, took a break atop a 
pine tree and rested itself until the sun went down and the owls came out.  Despite the danger from the 
owls, the little sparrow gathered its courage and set out again for the town of Broccoli.

In the town of Broccoli, Kevin sat outside his shop in a rocking chair, smoking a calming mixture 
from his pipe.  At the end of a long day treating the sick and the infirm, it was his reward to partake of 
the delights in his stock of herbs.  The sun had long set, and there were but shadows of people and 
animals moving about the the twilight, some with lamps or torches, and some without.   Next to him sat
a six armed, miniature orangutan, who also smoke a pipe, and scratched an itch, and twirled its thumbs 
all at once.  “This is good weed, father,” said the beast.

Kevin exhaled, relishing the aftertaste.  “Isn’t it?”
“More, father?”
Kevin chuckled.  “Savor the taste, son.”
“I don’t know what you mean.”
Kevin chuckled at this, and opened his herb pouch.  As Kevin reached into his pouch for a pinch of 

herbs, the chittering of a sparrow disturbed the quiet murmuring and doings of the evening.  “Kevin, 
Kevin! Kevin!”  The chittering came closer, but Kevin could not see the source.

“Kevin!”
“Over here,” said the man. A couple people walking in the shadows were confused, thinking Kevin 

was calling to them, and walked over.
They were surprised by a tiny bird landing on the arm of the rocking chair, and the man ignored the

humans began conversing with the bird.  The people shrugged and moved on, and before long Kevin’s 
pipe fell from his lips, and the six armed ape snatched it, and greedily smoke it.  “Thanks, father!”

   Kevin brought the sparrow inside his shop, and Spider knuckle hopped on all eight limbs after 
him, two pipes in his mouth.  There he set the bird down and gave it some mealworms and beetles, and 
a little bowl of water.  He then, hurriedly, set about filling extra prescriptions for the townsfolk who 



needed them: asthma, cracked callouses, ringworm, nervous tics, and chronic diarrhea.  He left Spider 
to watch the shop, and delivered the medicine to the houses in town.

His work done, Kevin loosed the sparrow, who flitted away and slept on the roof of one of the 
houses.  He then packed supplies, donned a seldom worn sword, and before long he and Spider were 
atop a rented horse cantering away to Zootaloot Farm.

* * *

Konnor slept soundly in his big bed.  A wolf lay between the hairless man and his hairless wife. 
Another wolf, her pup, and and Konnor’s hairless infant child lay on a mattress nearby, and they all had
happy dreams.  A sparrow never made it to his shop.

In the morning, Konnor awoke to a wolf’s whining outside.  He went out, sleepy-eyed, and saw a 
blue jay sitting on a fence post.  It didn’t move.  The wolf whined, and he understood it to say 
“Something wrong.”  The wolf barked at the blue jay, but it didn’t respond.  It didn’t seem to breathe.  
He approached the thing slowly, curiously, and it didn’t flinch, or flee, or say anything.  He saw its eyes
were glazed over, and suspected maybe the bird had cataracts.  “Speak, bird.” he said.

But the bird didn’t speak. The wolf growled now, showing its teeth. “Unnatural, father!” it said.
“Easy, easy,” said Konnor,\ as he approached the blue jay.  He reached a hand out, and gently pet 

the creature’s head, but it didn’t respond.  It remained, motionless.  Maybe it was blind and deaf.  It 
didn’t seem to breathe.  Maybe it was sick.

Konnor left the creature, and went about his morning chores.  He and his wife nervously observed 
the bird all through breakfast, and then they opened the trading post for business.  A few customers 
remarked that the bird seemed strange.  By noon some other jays landed to socialize with the unmoving
bird, and quickly flew away squawking, “Death!  Death!”

Konnor took this to mean the beast was terribly ill, and went out and cut off its head with his sword.
It didn’t bleed or twitch, and he knew then that it was undead.  This gave him the chills, and he 
wondered why a zombie bird was at his home.   He didn’t know anything about what happened at 
Zootaloot Farm, and wouldn’t learn of it until weeks later.

* * *

In middle of the night, the rat sorcerer stood atop the boulder over his lair, reciting elvish 
incantations.  The moss he stood upon began to wither and change.  The poison ivy that crept through 
the rocks thickened, and sprouted thorns, and the itchy toxin of the plant dripped from the tips of those 
thorns.  Birch and hemlock trees cried out in pain, and their trunks became flaccid and slumped over 
like wet noodles.  Their leaves withered.  Their life essence drained away, the rat sorcerer replaced it 
with unlife, and now the trees obeyed his will, and bent their branches unnaturally like hundreds of 
little arms and hands.

The sorcerer worked for hours, perverting nature about his lair to his will. 
At the entrance to the rat’s lair, many rats worked feverishly, building fortifications.  They 

embedded spears long enough to skewer a dog.  Others worked in teams to pile up rocks and make 
walls.  Others dug pits and covered them with sticks and dirt.

The sorcerer rested from his exhausting labor before sunrise.  His living servants stumbled with 
exhaustion, and her permitted them to go to sleep. All this work would not save them from retaliation.  
Sooner or later the humans and their animal companions would destroy this place and every rat in it.  
The work was practice.  Practice giving orders to sentient rats.  Practice bending the natural world to 
his will. 

He returned back down the rat hole, which was no ordinary rat hole, but a well crafted and cut 
rectangular tunnel.  Rooms and corridors split off in all directions, equally well crafted.  He made his 



way to the apprentices quarters, where a dozen of his brightest rats were hard at work studying the 
great elvish texts by candlelight and by light of their own conjuring.   Satisfied they were still at their 
studies, he went down the main corridor to the jail, and took a weakened, half starved mouse from it.  
He stabbed the mouse with his dagger, and stuck his hands in the mouse’s entrails.

The sorcerer’s mind reached out behind time and space.  There he met the mind of an allied rat 
sorcerer.  “Report.” he said.  

The other rat replied, “The Rhinos are dying.  A huge troupe left the town two months ago in 
desperation.”

“And the Snakes?”
“Overly cautious.  They only send scouts to spy on the Cows and the Rhinos.”
The sorcerer sighed.  “Keep in touch.”  He then gripped another intestine and found another mind.  

Some female Ogre that looked far to confident and content.  “Who are you?” he demanded.  But the 
Ogre only smiled a mocking smile, and pulled away.

He moves his attention to the undead bluejay as it landed at Konnor’s trading post.  Suddenly the 
mouse expired, and the visions faded.  The sorcerer withdrew his hands and licked his fingers clean.  
For him, the best part of these psychic excursions was the snack at the end.

  
* * *

No evil thing assailed or crept onto Zootaloot Farm that night.  About two in the morning, Diana 
began to feel exhaustion, and returned to the house.  She passed prowling farm carts and found Borussa
sprawled and snoring in front of the main door.  Diana tired to gently step around him, but her mail 
clinked against the door frame, and he awoke with a snort.  Up on his feet, he looked about in a panic, 
and then seeing Diana, said “No trouble here, mum!”

Diana didn’t understand him, but pat him on the head, and went inside.  She woke Troy, and asked 
him to keep watch until sun-up.  Diana removed her armor and plopped onto her mattress, falling 
asleep to the sound of Troy chatting softly with Borussa.  

Carberry and Kevin arrived just after noon the following day, a merry troupe of men and animals 
all travelling together.  There was the fragrant odor of Kevin and Spider smoking their pipes, and 
Carberry was singing a silly song.

If I were a big pig
I’d eat acorns all day
then in the mud
I’d roll and play

If I were a big pig
I’d dig for truffles
the forest would sound
of big pig snuffles

If I were a big pig
I’d have a big belly
I’d roll in my poop
and get rather smelly



At this, Nelly took offense and interrupted.  “I do not roll in my poop, thank you,” and she pushed 
her flank against Carberry, and he stumbled, laughing.

They arrived at the orchards, where Diana, Tana and Troy were hard at work trimming tree 
branches.  The ducks were around scooping up pest insects that the humans picked and tossed.  When 
she heard the singing, Tana dropped her pruning sheers and went running full speed at her brothers, her 
arms outstretched.  “Carberry!  Kevin!  Nelly! Spider!” she called, and they went to meet her.  Troy and
Diana put down their tools and walked slowly over.   Before long the air ripped with the sounds or 
greetings and blowing zoots, a habit that Diana never got used to.  Where she came from, you don’t call
each other fat and chewy, for it was an insult.  But among the Pig tribe, ascribing pig qualities to your 
friends, family and neighbors was a standard greeting.

“You’re fat!”
“You’re fat!”
“You roll in the mud!”
“I like your curly tail!”
“What a great big belly you got!”
“Mother it’s good to see you!  You have round cheeks!”
Of course Nelly liked all this talk, and cheerfully rolled over to let Tana and Troy blow zoots on her

belly.  Then spider hopped up on Tana and wrestled with her playfully, tickling with his six arms.  
Everyone seemed to talked at once, and before long Carberry and Kevin were filled in about what had 
transpired over the past few days.  Everyone returned to the house, and they put the horses out to 
pasture with the other grazing animals.

Borussa drank from the water trough, and heard the party approaching.  Among all his family and 
friends, Nelly  stood out, for she was his mate.  She trotted over to see him, and put her head in the 
trough.  “It’s good to see you Borussa.”

“And you dear.  How are our children?”
“They all went to good homes, and became fighting pigs like you and I.  All except Stink, who was 

the runt.  He roots and helps out at Walnut Hill Farm.”
“We can’t all be warriors.”
“Indeed.”
They wandered away from the trough and lay under an oak tree like a couple of big pigs, and 

enjoyed the fresh air and each other’s company, and told pig tales, and shared pig sentiments, and had a
good time long into the evening.

In the evening the humans on Zootaloot Farm anxiously awaited Konnor’s arrival, but were 
disappointed when he did not arrive.  Maybe he was delayed or away hunting.  Maybe he was traveling
on business.  They all agreed to scout out the rats’ lair in the morning, and see what could be done.

All the adults took it in turn to keep watch that night, and the animals took it in turn to keep them 
company.  Tana fell asleep in the barn snuggled with a goat and the six armed orangutan, who kept two 
arms free to smoke his pipe.  Tana woke up when she smelled the smouldering herbs, and said, sleepily,
“No fire in the barn, Spider,” and blew a zoot on his belly, and fell asleep.  The ape reluctantly wet a 
finger and smothered his pipe, and settled down to sleep.

Late in the night, the horse Sunflower came home and knocked on the barn door.  Tana 
disentangled herself from her furry companions, and let her in.  “How’s papa?” she asked the horse.  
“Climbing the mountains to the east,” was the reply.  “Everything is fine, but I’m tired.”

So Sunflower got down and Tana snuggled with her, and Spider and a goat came over too and they 
made a pile together on the straw and went to sleep. 



* * *

After a good breakfast, all the humans got their weapons, and torches, and bags of useful things.  
They dressed Borussa and Nelly in armor of overlapping metal scales, and they looked like great pill 
bugs.  Diana didn’t like the idea of leaving Tana at the farm, even with the goats, the cats and the horses
to protect her.  Tana brought up the rear of the party, riding on Nelly.  Tana wore a little metal helmet, 
and had her bow and arrows, and very quickly realized that adventures weren’t as fun as she thought 
they would be.  Spider hopped along on all eight limbs beside Nelly and Tana.
   

There were no rat poops to be found, but Borussa knew the general direction, and they all went 
cautiously, watching for any sudden movements in the trees and bushes.  The crows and vultures took 
notice, and a small flock tracked them, flitting from tree to tree.  Today was a day they get a free lunch, 
or so they thought.  After an hour, they passed the rotted log where Borussa met the porcupine, and 
before long noticed the treetops became blackened, and thicker, and the bark went from lively browns, 
greens, grays and whites to being speckled with black mold, and then all the barks were covered with 
black mold.  The branches sagged, and the air became stale and musty.  Thought it was late morning, it 
became as dark as twilight, and they all noticed that the birds no longer hopped along following them.

Before long the way became choked with sickly thorny bramble as thick as human fingers, and they
had to chop and hack their way through.  Putrid juices squirt from the hacked foliage, and before long 
Carberry and Troy broke out in terrible rashes, and they knew there was evil afoot.  To Borussa, 
everything smelled wrong, and he could not track the rats by their scent.  He navigated on memory and 
instinct.

Suddenly one of the great, moldy tree branches broke loose and fell onto Nelly and Tana.  
Thankfully, Tana was wearing a hard helmet, or it would have fractured her skull.  Everyone whirled 
about in surprise, and then more branches, big and small, began to fall around them.  The moldy trees 
began to sway, and their withered leaves almost seemed to hiss.  Bonk, crack, snap! They could not 
progress further because of the thorns and the falling branches.

Instinctively, Spider leaped for a tree trunk to get out of harms way, and some of the many tangled 
vines that crawled up it’s surface came to unlife and entangled  his arms and legs.  He let out a hoot of 
alarm and ripped at the vines.  After each one he cut, two more slithered up and grabbed him.

Kevin drew his sword, and amid the falling branches, he pushed his way through tangled thorns to 
the tree and hacked at the base of all the vines.  The severed ends leaked putrid liquid that reeked of 
death, but at least they could not extend themselves any further.  Spider chewed the last few tendrils 
from his wrists, coating his lips with more of the foul liquid, and leaped into his father’s arms.  He 
began to have a seizure.

Now everyone was bewildered: the pigs were squealing, and Spider convulsed in Kevin’s arms, and
Carberry gathered up Tana, and Diana held her shield overhead to stop the falling branches.  It was 
obvious to everyone now that dark sorcery was at work here.  Then came dozens of tiny arrows from 
the treetops, and tiny porcupine quills tinked off the pigs’ armor and filled Diana’s shield until it looked
like a stuff hairbrush.   An evil screech of rats mixed with the creaking and hissing of the trees.

Everyone fled back down the path from whence they came.  Troy took a second to pick up one of 
the fallen branches, and brought up the rear.

 As they ran, the arrows stopped, and the branches fell less frequently.  Eventually the sickly, death 
like trees were replaces with more and more living trees until once again they could see the sun poking 
through the tree tops and there was bird song and the chattering of squirrels.



They didn’t stop running until the pasture land of Zootaloot Farm was in sight, and all but Carberry 
threw themselves down with exhaustion.  He leaned against a pine tree and held his sister tight to his 
chest, gasping for breath.  “You’re squeezing me too tight, Carberry!”

“Mmm?  Oh sorry Tana.” He put his sister down, and she noticed the terrible rash spreading on his 
right arm.  “You got poison ivy.”  Carberry looked down at the blisters on his arm, decided against 
scratching, and went to look after his family.  The pigs seemed no worse for wear, and Borussa snuffled
about looking for edibles while Nelly investigated Kevin tending to Spider, whose seizure had stopped. 

Kevin busied himself testing the ape’s senses, flashing a shiny coin in front of his eyes, and moving
it back and forth.  “Spider!  Spider!  Follow the shiny!  There you go.  Oh, over here.  Hey!”  The ape’s 
focus slowly began to return, but he was still not entirely there.  Kevin put the ape down, opened his 
medicine bag, and retrieved a tiny bottle, and forced the liquid down Spider’s throat.

Troy dumped his waterskin on his arm, trying to sooth the burning rash.  All the while Diana lit 
Frostbane and stood watch for anything that might come out of the woods.  She had never felt so 
helpless in her entire life, and missed her husband dearly.  She felt even more helpless because she 
knew her husband could have made no difference here except to comfort her.  He too would have been 
battered and shot at.

Diana was jolted from her self-pity bey the sudden squealing and screaming of the six armed 
orangutan, who suddenly sat up, bug eyed, and began to quickly dart around on all eight limbs.  All the 
humans turned their attention to the ape now as he chattered and ran about.  “Vines! Vines! Evil vines! 
And bananas.  I want a banana!  Where oh where are the bananas?!”

Carberry saw his brother Kevin beaming with delight, and asked him, “What did you give him?”
“Ephedra.  Does it every time.”
Caberry put his unafflicted arm around his brother.  “So glad you didn’t become a farmer!”
Kevin returned the affection, “A gardener still, if not a farmer.”
Troy listened to all this as he studied the moldy branch he took, and interjected, “Let’s congratulate 

each other back at the farm.”  His face looked grim.  Everyone agreed, and they all walked back to the 
farm.  All except Spider, who ran circles around the party repeatedly, calling for bananas and pears and 
apples.

* * *

Back at the farm, while Diana and Tana washed up in a trough of water,  Kevin tended to his 
Carberry and Troy’s rashes, which by now caused their affected parts to swell terribly.  He spoke as he 
applied a distilled steroid ointment.  “I’ve only seen a few cases of poison ivy worse than this.”

Carberry interrupted.  “Poison Ivy doesn’t have thorns.”
“But these did.  I recognized the leaves.”
“How--?”
“That’s Troy’s specialty.”
Troy shook his head.  “I’ve only dabbled in the magical arts. Lights, illusions, dowsing.  I wouldn’t 

want to know how to pervert plants to do that.”  As he said that, he pointed to his own swollen, itchy 
arm.  He then pointed at the blackened, moldy branch that oozed putrescence from the broken end.  
“Nor that.”

Then there was a great splash as Spider threw himself into the trough, giggling.  Tana and Diana 
were soaked, and they too began to giggle.  The ape splashed both of them with some hands, and 
splashed his own face with others.  “Water!  Woo hoo!  I want a bath.  Baths and bananas, and a good 
pipe!  Pipe?!”

The soaked creature turned to his father, who presently treated Troy’s rash.  “Father!  Can I have a 
pipe?”  He leaped from the trough, spraying water from his fur all about, and ran over to his father and 
yanked at his smoking bag.  “Pipe father!”  At this, Troy summoned the illusion of a wooden pipe, and 



pretended to hand it to the ape, who snatched at it.  Grasping nothing, he tried again, and again.  
“Oooo!  Give me my pipe, Troy!”

Troy put the illusory pipe to his own lips, and blew illusory smoke rings while his brother tended 
his arm.  Spider looked perplexed, and scratched his head.  “How?” he asked himself.

Everyone laugh at this, including Diana, who correctly guessed what went through the ape’s mind.
Troy let the smoke and pipe illusion fade, and then summoned an illusory banana, and tossed it 

across toward the barn, and Spider galloped after it.  “Banana!”  After some ten yards it vanished, and 
Spider looked about confused, and there was more laughter.  The ape wandered off, and muttered to 
himself about bananas and pipes.

After Kevin finished treating Troy’s arm, Troy took the putrid branch and put it in an oilskin cloth, 
and placed it in a box in his room.  Tana followed him as he did this, and queried her brother.  “What 
happened, Troy?”

“Some evil magic.”
“Why did the trees want to kill us?”
“I don’t think they did.  I don’t think the trees had any choice in the matter.”
Tana sat down on her brother’s bed as he pushed the box back in it’s place.  “Did the rats do all 

that?”  Her feet didn’t reach the floor, and she kicked them back and forth.
“I don’t know.  It would make sense given what we’ve seen from them.”
Tana stopped kicking, and some tears welled up in her eyes, and then ran down over her round 

cheeks. “Are all the trees going to kill us?”
 Troy sat with his sister, and put an arm around her, and she leaned her head on his chest.  “No.  Not

if I can help it.”  With that, he summoned the image of a great oak tree, and it had a human-like face, 
and the creases in the bark were like an old man’s face, and it smiled at Tana.   At this she giggled and 
then wiped her tears away.  

Troy said, “Come!  Let’s visit with our brothers.”  As they left Troy’s room, the image vanished.
And so the two returned outside and found Carberry and Kevin and Diana sitting together on 

wooden chairs.  Kevin smoked a fragrant mix in his pipe that smelled of mint, and chamomile, and 
jasmine.  They discussed and debated the events of the day.

“Maybe we should burn the that bit of the woods?” suggested Carberry.
Kevin shooks his head.  “The fumes from the poison ivy might kill anyone downwind.”
“Bring an army to cut our way through?” asked Diana.
Troy thought about this, and said, “We could call The Patrol, though I don’t know it would be 

enough.”  In Pig country, there were no constables or policemen.  Being barbarians, everyone ruled 
themselves by a common code of honor.   For the most part, it worked.  As such, every adult took it in 
turn to patrol the land for monsters, thieves, and brigands.   Those few who strayed into thievery and 
skulduggery were rooted out, punished, and forced to make amends.  When there was a dispute that 
could not be resolved by debate or argument, the parties involved would fight to first blood.

Kevin took a deep drag, and blew a perfect smoke ring which hovered for a brief moment, then was
carried away by the breeze.  “We could call a Poisoner.”

Diana, Carberry and Troy suddenly exclaimed, “No!”
“I understand your reservations, given the past.” said Kevin.  “There would be no one better to 

clear the poison ivy, the thorns, or the rats themselves.”
Carberry rose now, flustered.  “Absolutely not!  Almost nothing grows in The Wasteland, six 

hundred years after the fact.  The whole forest will die.  The animals. The crops.  We have chickens and
guinea hens and ducks to kill the bugs.  We have cats and dogs to hunt the rats and mice.  We have our 
blades and hoes for vegetation.”  

Kevin interjected, “Oh please.  Who among us doesn’t soak mums and douse hornets’ nests with 
the broth? “  Carberry, the larger, older and more aggressive of the two put up a hand.  “Not the same!
No!  No we’ll suit up in leathers and cut our way through.”



Tana, confused, asked, “What’s a Poisoner?”
Kevin smiled at her innocence.  “A person like me, only instead of healing the sick, he causes 

sickness.”
Tana frowned, leaning forward in her chair.  “Why do that?”
“Because they’re insane mademen!” blurted Carberry.
Kevin said, “No.  Sometimes creatures like rats, or hornets, or ants, or termites get out of control.  

In the cities they’re necessary to stop critters from spreading disease.  So the Poisoner uses all kinds of 
poisonous things to kill them: stuff they eat, stuff they touch.  Like how we don’t eat tomato vines, or 
touch poison ivy.”

Carberry paced back and forth, and interrupted, “--and they destroyed a thousand square miles of 
good farmland!”

Kevin now stood up and cracked the stiffness from his back.  “A lot of beautiful things were 
destroyed in the War.  The Elvish Vineyards were but one.  That doesn’t mean the Poisoners are bad 
people.  If not for their crimes, if you want to call them that, humans would still be under the thumb of 
the Elves.”

Diana, tired of her sons arguing, said, “Then lets get some help and cut our way through.  We’ll find
the rat den and smoke them out.”  With that, she got out of her chair, her chainmail clinking, and went 
to find her horse. 

“Where are you going?” asked Troy.
“I’ll fetch the McDougles and the O’Reillys.”
“Not Martin McDougle!” said Troy.
Diana stopped and looked back at her son.  She smirked, pleased that her children were not arguing 

with each other,  and sighed, “Are you still sore about that?”
Troy recalled the fat, smelly, young man that blew his hunt.  He had patiently tracked a deer for a 

whole day, and the bumbling fool came a long with a pail of blueberries, shouting his name, and the 
deer bolted, saying “Better luck next time, Troy!”  But Martin, having hair, didn’t appreciate the humor.

“Troy?”
Troy returned to reality, and, like his sister, pulled the anxious thought from his ear, and tossed it.  

“I don’t want him fouling up our plans, that is all.”
Diana’s smirk became a mile, and she continued toward her horse, leaving Troy’s last words 

hanging in the air.  Carberry asked him, “What do you have against Martin?”
And Kevin added, “Yeah, he likes you.  Last time I saw him, he talked about how he liked to go 

blueberry picking with you.”
Troy, having thrown his anxiety away, nodded.  “You’re right.  Martin can sniff out a berry a mile 

distant.”  It was easier to appreciate other people’s good qualities when he let go of his anxiety.  If the 
man could sniff a berry, maybe he could sniff rat.

“And,” chimed in Tana, almost bouncing in place, “He’s got a great big belly you can plop!”  And 
she lifted up Carberry’s shirt, and gave is well muscled belly a plop.

“Hey you!” laughed her older brother, and he scooped her up in his arms, and spun her around, both
giggling, and blew a zoot on her neck, and tickled her, and the four siblings laughed.

Diana saddled her horse, Flax, and rode off westward to the nearby farms, the laughter of her 
children fading,  the only sounds now the gallop of Flax’s hooves in the dirt path.

* * *

After playing for a little while, Troy asked his brothers, “If you’re going to be here a while, how 
about helping out with the chores?”

“You mean,” said Kevin, “this isn’t a vacation?”  He smiled, slyly.  “Didn’t we do enough getting 
rashed and beaten?”



“Well,” said Troy, “if it wouldn’t be too much trouble, the garden needs to be hoed.”
“So go hoe it.” said Carberry, straight faced.
Troy was almost offended, and then Carberry, unable to contain his laughter, let loose a great belly 

laugh, and went to the tool shed to find a hoe.  Troy and Carberry went to tend to the vegetable garden, 
calling over the ducks and chickens to peck at pests. Rabbits came to eat the dandelions plantains.  
They used rough humor, jolting each other with loving insults.  Between the men, and the rabbits, and 
the birds, they weeds were removed, and the pest insects devoured. It was far more efficient than on 
farms where no one could understand animals.

It didn’t take Kevin and Tana long to check on each animal by name, and they were sure that the 
goats and sheep were safe, and the horses had water in their troughs, and the cows’ udders were not 
chafed, and the barn cats were healthy.  

The two pigs, Borussa and Nelly, took care of themselves, rooting when they wanted to root, rolling
in the pond when they were hot, and pooping when they wanted to poop.  It was during a rooting 
session Nelly asked him, “Should we have more children?”

Borussa snorted, startled by the question.  “Are all our children alive?”
“Yes.”
“Then we should not.  When we overpopulate, some go feral or end up as dinner.  Human families 

take care of their fighting pigs, but they slaughter their livestock for bacon.  Either way we die, but we 
die gloriously.  And sometimes our kind live to a ripe old age to tell our great grandchildren tales of our
adventures.  My legacy will not be the best breed for ham soup!”  He moved over to Nelly as she 
snuffled in the dirt, and pressed his snout to her cheek.  She turned up, dirt on her face, and touched her
snout to his, and the two trotted off to find a shady spot.

The humans on the farm enjoyed themselves despite the harsh events of the day.  They learned from
a lifetime of being on guard for raiding orcs, trolls, ogres, and assorted strange creatures that you 
should worry when it’s time to worry, and be happy when it’s time to be happy.  Most animals did this 
on instinct.  It also helped that when you operate a farm, the chores have to get done regardless of how 
you feel.  If you have a cold, the cows still need milking.  If you have a sore throat, the ripe vegetables 
still need to be picked.  If you have a limp, you still need to walk out and retrieve the stray sheep.

* * *
The rat sorcerer and his robed apprentices finished arranging cut, engraved stones in a great circle 

on the hard, dirt floor of his chamber.  Two rat skeletons stood on guard, with orders to let no one in.  
The elite rat guard, three males and three females, stood nearby, with their weapons and satchels of 
useful things.  He uttered an incantation, and an eerie, translucent glow seemed to rise from the circle.   

“The portal is ready.”  The rat sorcerer ordered all his apprentices into the portal, giving 
instructions, “Prepare for my arrival.”  They bowed, and one uttered a word, and the dozen of them 
were gone.  He then ordered the elite guard into the portal, and gave them instructions as well.  “Be 
their strong arm until I come.”  Then they were gone, and the light from the portal faded.

The sorcerer pushed past his skeleton guards out into the main tunnels of his lair, and made his way
outside.  The fortifications, such as they were, were complete. At least two dozen of rats in armor 
manned trenches, and cheval-de-frise, and hidden holes.  Between the fortifications, and the undead 
trees, and the perverted poison ivy, the humans at Zootaloot farm would pay a high price getting in 
here.  But they would get in. 

He took an officer by the arm, “Defend the fort at all costs.”
“Aye sir,” said the rat, who believed his position to be stronger than it really was.   Attacking the 

farm was foolhardy, but so was attacking them.  In his mind, the stalemate would allow them to out 
breed the humans, and then swarm their farm.   No other small animal had done what they had done. 



He didn’t understand that the hunting of birds, the plucking of porcupines, the raid on the farm, all 
of it was mere experimentation of a far more intelligent, farsighted, and wicked mind that was the 
sorcerer.  The officer hoped to seize a farm, the sorcerer had much larger territorial ambitions.

* * *

Away from the dead trees, weasels seized the opportunity to hunt naked, disarmed porcupines.

In the cold northern forests, a red haired, freckled man of the Horse tribe was found dead, his body 
riddled with porcupine quills.

South of the Great Inland Sea, a hairless black man of the Cow tribe wept over one of his cows who
lay feverish and dying on the high plains.  Its utters were pierced with hundreds of quills.

 A stained rat catcher crawled through the sewer beneath Anarch, placing snap traps by lamp light.  
She consulted a map, making notes with a characoal pencil.  “Yes, this makes sense,” she said aloud to 
herself.   When she looked up from the map, there were six rats standing on their hind legs, and they 
had bows drawn.  She was found screaming, scrambling blindly through the sewer tunnels.  After a 
complex surgery, one of her two eyes was saved, though from that day forth she had to wear a monocle 
to see anything in detail.  Many thought her ravings about rats with quills was just the delirious rantings
of an traumatized person.  

In the far eastern plains, wild elephants trampled columns of armored rats, and thought nothing of 
it. They did not care if they were shot with quills, for their skin was too thick, and they yanked out the 
quills with no problem.  

In the northern forest, and in the city of Anarch, and on the high plains, the local people hunted 
porcupines, thinking there was some madness among the creatures to make them aggressive.  

In the northern forest, and in the city of Anarch, and on the high plains, the local people hunted 
porcupines, thinking there was some madness among the creatures to make them aggressive.  With the 
exception of Zootaloot Farm and the city of Anarch, the rats spread their misery unchecked.  

* * *

[Diana en route to O’Reilly and McDougal]

Diana let her mind wander, calmed by the rhythmic thumping of Flax’s hooves and the wind in her 
hair.  They traveled with good speed through the grasslands and hills and copses, following ancient 
animal trails that also connected the various human settlements.  In the open areas, he air was sweet 
with the scent of goldenrod and mullein and purple loose strife.  In the wooded parts an nutty, peaty 
odor that, on a better day, would have put her to sleep.  

There was no time for sleep.  Diana realized she would have troubled dreams if she did.
The tribes of men paid a heavy price for their liberty.  Between each tribe were great no-man’s 

lands populated not just by wild beasts but gangs of orcs, trolls, and other troublesome monsters.  As 
such everyone, young and old, strong or frail, learned the sword, spear, ax, or bow.  Diana was used to 
dealing with occasional incursions from the ungoverned lands.   The rats were different.  They were 
more like a disease, needing careful attention but not the attention she had trained to bring to 



troublesome creatures like orcs and trolls.  Like a disease, they made Diana feel helpless.  And they did 
it twice inside of a week.

Diana forgot to navigate, so in the middle of a wooded copse, Flax picked her own path at a fork in 
the road, and went to the McDougal’s farm.  

The odor of freshly cut grasses jolted Diana out of her pensive state.  A great, field of rye grew on 
gentle hillside, and three generations of husky McDougals were there mowing with scythes.  A young 
man of about seventeen with scraggly blonde hair  hacked through the grass with quick, sure strokes.  
The mother and father, their long brown hair whipping with their steady strokes, seemed to dance 
together in unison.  The elder McDougals, the gray haired husband and hairless wife, mowing slowly, 
thoughtfully, taking joy in their children and grandchildren. 

They heard Flax’s hooves approaching, and all looked up from their work.  Marty dropped his 
scythe, and waved “Hallo Diana!  Hallo Flax!”

“Marty!” said Diana, quite happy to see Troy’s friend.
All saw the sun glint off Diana’s armor, and they knew this was not a polite, friendly visit.  Flax 

slowed until she reached the family, and stopped on her own accord so Diana could dismount.  Diana 
and Flax were received with hugs and zoots, and then Flax went to help herself to some rye grass.

They all began to talk at once. “Orcs?”
“No.”
“Trolls?”
“No.”
“Werewolves?”
“No!  Let me speak!”
“Sorry.”
And so Diana spoke, and told her tale, and the more she said, the wider their eyes became.  All the 

McDougals agreed to come to Zootaloot Farm.  They were breeders of ferrets, and called all their 
ferrets onto a wagon.  They proceeded quickly on their way while Diana rode Flax north another hour 
to the O’Reilly Farm. 

The O’Reillys were goatherds, and their goats were special in that they could eat poison ivy and not
become sick.  They often hired out their herd to clear vegetation, and the goats were happy to do it, for 
they liked to eat all kinds of wild foliage.   The O’Reillys were very tall, which made it easy for them to
spot their goats as they grazed about.   After a brief rest, Diana, Flax, four armored O’Reillys, and thirty
goats walked in parade to Zootaloot Farm.  They arrived about an hour before sunset.

* * *
[Artur and the Rhinos]
The swarm of patrolling hornets in the fog assured Artur that he was near the witch’s hut.  One of 

the beasts hovered in front of his nose, looking him in the eye, and flew backwards with each step he 
took forward in the wet, squishy mud.

The sucking slurp of great feet behind Artur assured him his two companions were keeping up.  
“Father this wasp is eying me,” came Acorn’s voice.

“Aye They’re eying me as well.  Let them land and sting me.  It will be just long enough for me to 
squash them,” replied Oak.  

A few minutes longer and the fog cleared, and the witch’s hut was revealed.  The hovering hornets 
broke away and returned to their nests, where they buzzed and went back to maintaining their homes.  
The ogre witch in her rocking chair, smoking a pipe, blowing shapely clouds of bluish smoke.  “There 
you are, Artur,” she croaked, her throat dry from smoking.  “I knew you could do it.”



He reached the raised porch, and carefully placed the basket at the witch’s feet.  “Here’s your snake
vine.”  The Rhinos came out of the fog now, and stamped the mud from their feet, and ascended onto 
the porch.  Artur continued, “Give us the cure and we’ll go.”

“So short and to the point, Artur.”
“After what we did, I have nothing pleasant to say.  I beat your ex-husband and took his one and 

only friend.”
“And what about what he did to you?” she asked, peering into the basket.
“I was ready to kill him until I saw how pathetic he was when we took his vine.  If I meet him in 

single combat, I’ll kill him, but not today.”
The Rhinos looked impatient and fidgety.  Oak stood with both hands on his hips.  “The cure,” said 

Oak.  
The witch dumped the ash from her pipe and pocket it, and took the snake vine from the basket.  It 

clicked and seemed to sniff the air, and then coiled comfortably around her arm.  “Very well.”  She 
parted the curtains of lichen and entered the hut, and shortly thereafter returned with the bag of potions,
but the vine was no longer on her arm.  “Just a sip is all you need.”

Oak took some of the bottles out, examined them, and uncorked one, sniffing the odor.  He 
grimaced and then put the cork back in.  “These had better work.”

The witch smiled, “Or you’ll come back and kill me.  That’s why they will work.”
“Then farewell, Joy.”  said Artur, who bowed.  The two rhinos nodded, and they stepped off the 

porch into the mud.  
After a couple steps, Joy called after them, “One more thing, Artur.  You have a rat problem.  You 

had best hurry home.”
Artur stopped for a second, puzzled, and then continued away, using the orange globe to dissipate 

the fog.  The two Rhinos glared at Joy suspiciously, and then followed Artur.
 Joy entered her hut and saw the two snake vines clicking and sniffing one another.  On both, flower

buds began to open, and they danced around one another.  
Ignoring the mating dance of the snake vines, she retrieved her seeing stone, and gazed into again.  

Reaching out beyond time and space, and then back again, she saw more and more rats doing the same,
invading ethereal spaces they were not meant to be.  In the present, and the recent past, and in the 
future, there were rats with their hands in the entrails of unfortunate victims, peeking into forbidden 
places.  They saw her, and she saw them.  “We all have rat problems,” she said, and sighed. 

Joy picked one and convinced him to eat his own limbs, but the others noticed this and reciprocated
the gesture.  She wrenched the stone from her gaze, and then set about stitching up the gash she bit in 
her free hand.
  

* * *
[Back on Zootaloot Farm]

The air filled with flatulent sounds as everyone greeted one another.  First it was the Zootaloot 
family, all running to meet the McDougals.  Each in turn exchanged hugs, handshakes, and zoots.  
Everyone wiped off damp cheeks.  All the ferrets were gazing down at the silly humans over the edge 
of the wagon, and Tana could not container her excitement, hopping in place, and then running to the 
back of the wagon to climb up to see the ferrets.  

“Zootaloot!” said Tana.  The ferrets came over to sniff her.  Some were friendly and crawled into 
here lap to snuggle. Some were curious, and sniffed at her hands and he dress and her toes.  Some were 
reluctant to be there, and it annoyed Tana slightly when an animal didn’t like her.  Like people, and 
pigs, and dogs, and cats, and finches, each had their own personality, and she respected that and loved 
them anyway.  



Martin had a pail full of blueberries, and stood before Troy.  Troy regarded his old playmate, and 
remembered the deer that got away.  There will be other deer, he thought.  He offered his hand to 
Martin, and the shook hands, and then hugged.  “Good to see you, old friend.” said Troy.

“Aye, and I you.  I brought some blueberries.”
“We should make a pie,” said Troy.
“Or we can pound them into jam!” said Martin.  “I love jam.”
Troy noticed the young man’s pudgy gut, and gently plopped his belly.  “You sure do!”
Martin and Troy laughed, and Martin returned the abrasive humor.  “Hey put on a hat, will you?  

You’re bald head is blinding me.”

[ Grandma McDougal is named “Aine”,  meaning Radiant or Brilliant]
[ Grandpa McDougal is named “Alan”, meaning Handsome]
[Momma  McDougal is named “Ansley”, meaning From the Field of Hermits]
[Papa McDougal is named “Carlin”, meaning Champion]

Meanwhile Carberry and Kevin showed the other McDougals around the farm, and discussed the 
rat raid on the chicken house, and the perverse trees and vegetation in the woods.

A couple of hours later, Diana arrived with th O’Reilly’s and their train of goats.  Despite the threat 
in the woods, it was a merry gathering of old friends.    

[Father O’Reilly is named  “Cale”, which means To Be Faithful]
[Mother O’Reilly is named “Donalda”, meaning Ruler of the World]
[Daughter O’Reilly is named “Elva”, meaning Fair, or White]
[Son O’Reilly is named, “Ferguson”, meaning Vigorous]


